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St. Petersburg Natives
Victorious in Front of
Hometown Boxing Fans
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Haynes Selected To Chair
Crist Inaugural
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The main event draws a packed house of boxing fans
By: BILL MACTRlNDER
RingsideReport

TAMPA, FL - In front of their
hometown fans, both Ronald “Winky”
Wright, 51-3-1, 25 KO’s, and Jeff “Left
Hook” Lacy, 22-1, 17 KO’s, defeated
their respective opponents this past
Saturday night at The St. Pete Times
Forum in Tampa, Florida, via decision
victories.
The main event of the evening was
between the former Undisputed Junior
Middleweight Champion of the World,
Ronald “Winky” Wright from St.
Petersburg, Florida, and his longtime
friend, former WBA Welterweight
Champion of the World, Ike “Bazooka”
Quartey, 37-4-1, 31 KO’s, from Accra,
Ghana;
The fight was scheduled for twelve

rounds, and for twelve rounds, Wright
put a boxing clinic on for the former
welterweight champion that showcased
his defensive skills, as well as his righthanded jab.
After an opening round from Wright
that saw him throwing 122 punches very busy for Wright - the southpaw
from Florida scored his first knockdown
of the fight in the second round off a
left-handed jab, right hook, inside to an
already slipping Quartey. The punch had
little effect 6n Quartey^ but being the
result of a punch, be it off balance or
not, Wright scored his first knockdown
and took the second round 10-8.
Rounds three through six were all
Wright’s who dominated the fight as he
jabbed, and frustrated Quartey with his
defense. Quartey would have moments
in the fight when he was able to let both

hands go, but rarely did his punches get
through Wright’s defense until later on.
The seventh round would see the
second knockdown of the fight (that
should not have been scored.) As Wright
continued to chop away at Quartey with
his right-left jab combinations, Quartey
became more open to the left hand from
Wright as he threw his right hand. Half
way through this round, Wright landed
an inside left hook to Quartey that
caught* him off balance again and
Quartey’s left glove appeared to have
touched the canvas as he struggled to
stay upright. Referee, Frank Santore, Jr.,
who may have been just out of position
to see Quartey’s left glove clearly, ruled
this as a knockdown under the belief the
left glove had touched the canvas.
In between rounds, HBO’s replay
would show that the glove had remained

off the canvas and should not have been
scored a knockdown. Nonetheless, Wright
was awarded his second 10-8 round of
the fight, and by this time Quartey was
well on his way to losing the fight to a
superior boxer.
The final three rounds of the fight
were Quartey’s best rounds. Badly behind
in the scoring, Quartey’s comer urged
him to let his hands go, and let them go
he 4id- Wright opened the tenth round
with the combination of the right-left
that he had been using to dominate the
fight all night, but in this round, Quartey’s
right hand had finally begun to find a
path through Wright’s defense. Quartey
pressed the action in this round and for

Dr. Cynthia Johnson and Henry Ballard, Jr.

Story on Page 9
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Hillsborough County Public School’s
MBE Manager Receives Recognition
ST. PETERSBURG - On Thursday,
September 14, 2006 at the Radisson
Hotel St. Petersburg, Henry Ballard, Jr.
and Hillsborough County Public
Schools were recognized once again, for
their commitment to minority business
development and inclusion. Ballard was
presented the Tampa Bay MED Week
Committee’s first ever 2006 MBE
Practitioner of the Year Award. “We
have always done a great job of
recognizing minority businesses during
MED Week,” says Dr. Cynthia Johnson,
MED Week Committee Chair. “This
year, we wanted to recognize someone
whose passion, dedication, hard work,
and genuine commitment to minority
business development and inclusion is
not only heard in his/her “talk,” but more
importantly, consistently shown in
his/her actions, or “walk.” MBEs could
not find a better champion than Mr.

Mourners Bid Tearful Farewell
To Victim Of Police Shooting

Ballard. He always demonstrates a
commitment to do whatever it takes to
make sure an MBE is successful. There
are a number of professionals whose job
is to foster minority business development
and inclusion, but Ballard and the
Hillsborough County Public Schools
team have done an exceptional job in
creating a ‘model’ program for other
school districts and organizations to
follow.” In 2006, Hillsborough County
Public Schools had a total annual
expenditure of $24,616,329 with minority
businesses.
.
“Through our Small Business
Encouragement Program, we offer
minority businesses in Our area the
chance to compete to supply the

RECOGNITION
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Local NeighborWorks®
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Watson L Haynes II Selected
To Chair Crist Inaugural
Tallahassee and Mr. and Mrs. Brent
Sembler of St. Petersburg will CoChair the event, and Marty
Fiorentino will serve as the finance
Chairman.
The group has released plans
for the events surrounding the
Inauguration which concludes with
the Ceremony on January 2, 2007
in Tallahassee. The schedule of
tentative activities is as follows:
Wednesday, December 13,2006

Inaugural Breakfast - Miami, FL
Watson L. Haynes II

Sunday, December, 17,2006

St. Petersburg native and civic
leader, Watson L. Haynes II, has
been selected by Governor-elect
Charlie Crist to be the Chairman of
the corporate officers for the
Inauguration of Florida’s 44th
Governor, Charlie Crist and
Lieutenant Governor, Jeff Kottkamp.
This may be the first time this
honor has been given to an African
American. Governor-elect Crist and
Haynes have been personal friends
since their days as students at St.
Petersburg Senior High School.
The Inaugural theme will be
“Celebrating the People of Florida.”
Meredith O’Rourke, who served as
the Finance Director for the Crist
Campaign will serve as the
Executive Director of the Inaugural.
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Ballard of

Inaugural “Kick-off” Cookout,
Legends Field, Tampa, FL
1:00 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 2,2007

Prayer Breakfast

Florida A&M University ,
Gaither Gymnasium
Tallahassee, FL
7:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m.
Official Swearing In Ceremony

The Old Capitol
East Portico, Tallahassee, FL
10:30 a.m.
Florida Inaugural Parade

Tallahassee, FL, 1:30 p.m.
The Governor ’s Mansion .
Open House and Street Festival

The Governor’s Mansion
700 North Adams Street,

Tallahassee, FL
2:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
The Inaugural Ball and Concert
(Ticketed event)

The Tallahassee Leon County
Civic Center
505 West Pensacola Street,
Tallahassee, FL
7:00 p.m.-ll:00 p.m.
Proceeds from funds raised by
the Inaugural Committee, after costs
are covered, will be distributed to
the Derrick Brooks Charities, the
Jessica Marie Lunsford Foundation
and the National Center for Missing
and Exploited Children.
“We want as many Floridians to
join us as possible and we are
making every effort to ensure that
those who supported our efforts
know how important it is to us that
they participate in this historic
event,” Haynes said. Other members
of the corporate committee are John
Rivera, President from Dade County;
Sharon Day of Broward County;’
and Jenny Swindol of Tampa who
will both serve as vice presidents.
Bertica Morris of Orlando will serve
as secretary; Abby Dupree, CPA will
serve as treasurer; and Eric Buermann
will serve as the General Counsel.
For more information on the
Crist Transition activities, contact
CristInaugural@CharlieCrist.com.

Guardian Scholarships Available
ST. PETERSBURG - The
Guardian Association of Pinellas
GoSinty, Inc. is offering scholarships
for interested qualified people to
become trained to serve as guardians
in the community. A 48-hour
guardianship course is scheduled to
begin January 23rd at the St.
Petersburg College campus and is
suitable for anyone who wants to
serve as a professional guardian.

Guardians are under the
jurisdiction of the Pinellas County
Court system and registered with
the Department of Elder Affairs of
the State of Florida. They must not
have been convicted of a felony.
The Guardian Association was
formed in 1977 with its sole purpose
being to support and help train
guardians as they assist incapacitated
and handicapped individuals in the

community. This proposed scholarship
is being offered to assist interested
persons in covering the~eltpenses“bf
the class which is a requirement of
the Florida Statutes
for one to become
a guardian. For
details, please contact
John Baker at 3271734 or Donna Hicks
John Baker
at 381-4506.

I ZeUMe iN MM CLAUS!
-THIS CHRISTMAS CHOOSE BOOKS-

GIVE THE GIFT THAT LASTS

This Holiday Give The Gift Of
Mentoring
Gulf Coast Community Care
needs volunteers age 30 and older
for its mentoring program. Volunteers
are matched with children who
need a positive adult role model.
Many of the children are in foster
care or live with a Single parent
who is going to school and

working. There is a special need for
volunteers for children of all ages.
Volunteers give the gift of time
to one child and are provided social
events and support by agency staff.
No experience is necessary. There
are no costs. Volunteers spend a few
hours a week in simple activities suchx

as reading, fishing, baking, teaching
a craft or visiting a park with a
child. We have children throughout
Pinellas waiting for mentors!
To learn how you can make a
lasting difference in the life of a child,
call Nancy at 479-1813 Beverly at
479-1841 or Janet at 479-1831.

Spotlight on Students Who Shine
By: BARBARA ROSALES
John Hopkins Middle School is
proud of the accomplishments of a
very special eighth grader, Rasheed
Hall. This fine young man has made
6 A’s and one B this past grading
period and says he is not finished
yet! A member of the schdol’s 5000
Role Models of Excellence Program,
Rasheed has made a pledge to
himself and others, to always try to
do the right thing at home, in
school, and in his community.
Rasheed seems older than his
thirteen years when he explains
that, “Everyone needs a little help at
times, and I am ready to lend a hand
whenever I see the need.” This
includes setting good examples for
his sister, as well. He credits his
Role Models mentors, Mr. Bradley
Thurman, Mr. Bruce Green, Mr.
Terry Morris, and Mr. William
Anderson, for always being there
with guiding hands and good advice.
Being a member of in Role

Models for two years, has taught
him to, “Choose your friends wisely;
be careful who your friends are,
because you can become who you
hang out with.” Rasheed feels that
the young men who do not do well
in school academically can blame
poor work habits and reluctance to
ask for help. “Image is important;
so some kids who need help won’t
ask for it because it will destroy
their cool image.” His advice to
fellow students is to pay attention in
class, do die work assigned, and
STUDY.
It is not all work and ho play for
this bright young man. Rasheed plays
basketball; He will perform in this
season’s “Chocolate Nutcracker.”
His youth football team has made it
to the playoffs!
Rasheed’s future plans include
attending Gibbs, St. Petersburg, or
Lakewood High School’ and
college after graduation. He truly
feels that if you work hard you can
become anything you want to be in

life; but maintain realistic goals.
Even though he is on the basketball
team, Rasheed realizes that only a
small percentage of players actually
make it to the NBA; so he would
like to study sports management in
college.
Pinellas County Schools 5000
Role Models of Excellence Program
salutes this outstanding student,
Rasheed Hall. Congratulations on a
job well done!
Anyone interested in learning
more about the 5000 Role Models
Program can call Mr. W. J. Bryant,
Coordinator, at 538-7167, ext. 1154,
Monday-Friday.
Photo courtesy of Barbara Rosales

Rasheed Hail

RECOGNITION
continued from front page

products and services needed to
support the classroom experience.
By creating innovative outreach
programs and strategies that bolster
our numbers, and by educating our
personnel on how to make that
happen collectively, we can
continue to increase the dollars we
spend with minority firms.” says
Mr. Ballard. “I am motivated to
come to work eadh day by the fact
that I truly believe Hillsborough
County Public Schools are making
a difference in the lives of minority
business owners. We art genuinely
committed to the program for the
long haul. I am grateful for the
opportunity to serve, and for the
confidence my executive leadership
has placed in me.”
“To be named the first “MBE
Practitioner of the Year” by the
Tampa Bay MED Week Committee
is quite an honor. We are proud of
Henry and thankful for the fine
leadership he has brought to the
Office of Supplier Diversity. The
recognition he and our Small
Business Enterprise Encouragement

Program continues to receive helps
affirm we are moving in the right
direction,” says Jack Davis, Chief
Information & Technology Officer.
“Supplier diversity is a ‘top-down’
commitment that transcends from
the Board level on down to those
who actually make the purchases.
Although we have direct responsibility
for the Office of Supplier Diversity,
we could not be successful if we did'
not hqve Board or staff support to
make the ‘total integrated team’
approach work for small and
minority-owned businesses.”
The Office of Supplier Diversity
and Hillsborough County Public
Schools have long held that its
Small Business Encouragement
Program, in its entirety, seeks to
create a communication environment
whereby construction managers,
District staff, and prime vendors
routinely solicit, receive, and utilize
competitive bids from small,
minority and/or women-owned
business enterprises. Construction
managers, District staff, and prime
vendors are encouraged to provide
opportunities to small, minority,
and/or women-owned business
enterprises, when bid response,
pricing, and/or capabilities are

■responsive to -the- District’-s-needs.
The District’s objective, through
its partnership with the TampaHillsborough ' Branch of the
NAACP, is to continuously
communicate to staff and third
party providers who have a need
for prime or second-tier
subcontractor/consultant resources,
its expectation of a minimum
reinvestment of 20% of its
discretionary expenditures within
Tampa Bay’s small business
community.
The School District of
Hillsborough County is the 8th
largest school district in the
nation. The innovative programs
implemented through its Small
Business Encouragement Program
have garnered the attention of other
school districts throughout the state.
Congratulations, Henry Ballard, Jr.,
and the entire Hillsborough County
Public Schools team!
For more information on
the District’s Small Business
Encouragement Program, contact
the Office of Supplier Diversity at
(813) 635-1240. More information
is also available at the District’s
web site at www.sdhcJcl2.fl.us.

Birthday Celebration Honors Jewel Aires
By: BARBARA NORRIS

St. Petersburg’s
Historic

22'”

Street South

TAMPA, FL - On Saturday, December 2, 2006 a birthday luncheon was held at Durango Steak House in
Tampa in honor of Jewel Aires, former executive director of Happy Workers Children Center and president of
the, National Council of Negro Women, St. Petersburg. The celebration was in good spirits as Mrs. Aires
accepted gifts and well wishes from her family, friends and teachers.

Rosalie Peck and Jon Wilson

“XT PETERSBURG’S HISTORIC 22nd STREET SOUTH”
by Rosalie Peck and Jon Wilson, is a perfect holiday gift for friends,
relatives and associates, near and far; and appropriate for all
occasions: birthdays, anniversaries, prizes, Christmas, or just
because. Recent release @ $16.95, History Press Publisher. Available
at Haslam’s Book Store, Barnes & Noble, Borders Books, Readers
Choice Book Store & Gifts, and Joyful Word Christian Store.

Photos courtesy of Jewel Aires

l-r: Barbara Norris, Doris Jones,
Jewel Aires, Gayness Dixon

l-r: Pamela Aires, Barry Robinson
Rhonda Ryan, Jewel Aires,
Reginald Robinson, Ingrid Young
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Building Wealth
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By: Cherin £. Stover
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Making A Difference
Please join us arid help make
a difference in your community.
This is the time of year when
people are coming together to
begin preparations to help
working families and individuals
in their communities file taxes,
claim credits, and build assets.
FREE tax preparation sites will
begin to open throughout the
County in mid and late January
2007. The free sites are manned
by volunteers and staff, who are
trained and certified for tax
preparation.
Why do people volunteer to
serve as tax preparers and
greeter/screeners at free community
tax preparation sites? Why are
staff members at some locations
so committed to the program? For
many volunteers and staff, it’s an
opportunity to help ensure that
low and moderate-income families
and individuals claim the tax
credits they have earned without
paying fees or taking out costly
refund anticipation loans. It’s
satisfying to the tax preparers and
greeter/screeners to know that the
money saved through free tax
.preparation can, help a,family or

.individual pay bills, open or add
to checking and savings accounts,
purchase transportation or save
for a down payment on a home. It

is also gratifying to the tax
preparers to know that helping
others claim credits they might
not otherwise know about helps
improve the local economy. The
entire community benefits.
People are also attracted to
the opportunity to gain marketable
skills through free tax training;
the experience of the training and
actual tax preparation in service
to the community enhances
resumes. This wonderful volunteer
opportunity offers* a chance to
meet new people and have furi
sharing a common, interesting,
and worthwhile experience.
What volunteets/staff
accomplish: By investing a few
hours each week from mid and
late January to April 14,2007, fax
preparers and greeter/screeners
help boost the standard of living
for thousands of local children
arid families while bringing
millions of Earned Income Tax
Credit (EITC) dollars into their
community. The experience for
the volunteers and staff is
enormously satisfying. Each tax
season, there are new stories of
joy,. One taxpayer ■. who came for
the free tax prep, service was a
single mother who did not know
how she was going to pay her
plumbing bill. The previous year,

because she could not afford to
pay for tax preparation assistance,
she filed her own return. She did
not understand the form and
didn’t claim EITC. She learned
about the free tax preparation
site, came for free assistance in
preparing the return, and
discovered she was entitled to
EITC not only for the present tax
year but also for the previous year
when she was eligible but did not
claim it. Eligible filers who have
not claimed can go back three
years and claim EITC. Instead of
worrying about her plumbing bill,
this taxpayer was going to receive
a tax refund of over $4,000.
In another instance, a taxpayer
learned about free financial
education classes while waiting to
have his return prepared. His eyes
filled with tears as he explained
he had just lost his home in a
foreclosure. He had lost hope.
He didn’t know that financial
education was available and could
have helped him learn money
management shills. What he
learned that day, however, was
that such classes did exist, he
could participate in » them- and
begin to rebuild his life. He found
hope.
(To be continued)

Gibbs Flyweights Dominate
PYFC Championship
By: PHIL HAYWOOD
On Sunday, November 19th, 2006
the Gibbs Jr. Gladiators took on the
Lil’ Green Devils for the Pinellas
Youth Football Conference (PYFC)
Varsity Flyweight Championship.
The Flyweights are 7, 8, and 9 year
old boys that weigh no more than
102 pounds at seasons-end.
The Jr. Gladiators came into the
game with a 10-0-1 record. The only
blemish was a 6-6 tie earlier in the
season with the Lil’ Green Devils.
The Jr. Gladiators boasted the best
offense in the PYFC, featuring
“Doo-Doo Bug” Davis, Bry’Sion
Jackson, and Jarquez “Lil Chill”
Johnson. The Gibbs defense was
even better. The unit was led by
Malik Brown, James Swain, and
Stevie “Space” Richardson.
' Gibbs potent offense started the
game with turnovers on its first three
possessions. After making several
adjustments, the Gibbs juggernaut
began to click; After several strong
runs, “Doo-Doo Bug” handed off to

Stevie Richardson who shook off a
would-be tackier in the back field
and jetted around left end for a 38
yard touchdown, with a key block
thrown by Denzell Feaster. The
second touchdown came courtesy of
“Doo-Doo Bug.” With the Lil’ Green
Devils blitzing everyone in the
stadium, young “Doo-Doo Bug”
called an audible leading to a 40 yard
touchdown with just seconds on the
time clock to end the half with Gibbs
making the extra point on a “DooDoo Bug” run, closing out the half
with a 13-0 lead by Gibbs.
The second half began with a
squib kick being recovered by Jaylin
“Short Bus” Landers. The Devils had
come out flat and Gibbs was looking
to capitalize. However, the Devils
still had a little bit of fight left. Gibbs
turned the ball over to the Devils and
the defense (Gibbs) stepped up to the
task. Behind stellar play from Javon
Morgan, Jacob Davis, and Sedale
Hudson, the defense harassed and
sacked Damian King, Jr. the rest of
the quarter. In the fourth quarter,

Coach Haywood handed the reins to
James Swain, Jr. and he promptly
called “Doo-Doo Bug’s” number and
finished the drive with a nifty thirtyyard run behind crushing blocks
from Malik Haywood and Bry’Sion
Jackson. “Doo-Doo Bug” kicked the
extra point, but a penalty nullified
the kick and the final score was
Gibbs 19, St. Pete 0. It was a good
day of football! “Doo-Doo Bug”
Davis received the MVP honors
(game ball and trophy.)
Gibbs coaches are Paul Haywood,
Don Jenkins, Kelvin Smart, and Phil
Haywood, Sr. Gibbs1 would like to
thank its major sponsors: Hoops
Shoewear; Rubin Healthcare, Labar,
J.C. Auto, Cheap Smokes, Mr. John
Taylor, Aarons, Uncle Deas’ Family
Restaurant, R’ Club, Event Connections,
Sophia Jones, and Knapheide Trucks.
A special thanks to all the parents
and fans that chose Gibbs Flyweights
and most of all, praise the Lord for
making it all possible.
Stay tuned for next year! Can we
do it again?

Holiday Pies to Benefit Midtown Programs
ST PETERSBURG - The African Saturday market in downtown St. Pete,
People’s Education and Defense Fund
or at the Uhuru Solidarity Center at 541
(APEDF) will bake and sell pies to 16th Street North.
benefit health, fitness, .education and
Last month, the APEDF’s wellness
economic development programs in the and fitness center on Martin Luther
black community again this year.
King Drive began offering fresh
Uhuru holiday pies, including smoothies and healthy shacks to
Apple Crumb, Sweet Potato and . encourage healthy lifestyle changes to
Pumpkin can be ordered by calling combat some of the diseases
727-824-5685. The group will deliver disproportionately affecting the black
the fresh baked pies to locations community. Next year they will expand
ordering 6 or more. Otherwise, buyers the facility to create space for yoga,
can pick their pies up at the popular pilates, African dance and martial arts
Uhuru Breakfast Oasis booth at the classes.

The Uhuru Youth Basketball
program is gearing up for another
successful . season. The program
includes co-ed teams spanning 4 age
groups, is free for all children to play,
and has won numerous championships
in the City league. Volunteer coaches
train the players and lead educational
and cultural outings for the youth and
their families.
Coordinator Janice Kant says that
by 'ordering Uhuru pies, holiday
revelers can “be socially responsible
while enjoying a great holiday dessert!”

Satisfy your hunger for island flavors at
Mair’s Grocery & West Indian Take-out
Restaurant, 2230 MLK St. S. Featuring
American and Caribbean groceries and
hot meals - Jamaican beef patties, curry
chicken, curry goat, oxtails, plantains,
chicken wings, burgers and fries. Grocery
open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. Restaurant open
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Call 550-0341

• Lorene’s Fish House, family-owned at
929 22nd St. S., specializes in seafood fish, scallops, shrimp, garlic crabs,
Alaskan Snow Crab, Crab Sha-la as well
as chicken, French fries, onion rings and
more. Breakfast and lunch served. Open
Tuesday & Wednesday, 11 a.m. to 6 p,m.;
Thursday to Saturday, 7 a.m. to7:30 p.m.;
Closed Mondays. Call 321-7297.

■
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• Guests coming for the holidays? No
time to cook? Try Gillie’s, 2401 Central
Ave., for the turkey and trimmings. Daily,
Gillie’s offers barbecue chicken, beef, and
pork with choice of sauces, several side
items, desserts, and beverages for take
out only. • Call 327-6000 for catering or to
place a pick-up order.
For the best pastries such as pies,
cakes or bread pudding etc., and sand
wiches in Midtown, visit Green’s Bakery &
Sandwich Shop, 3065 18th Ave. S. No
preservatives are used; everything is
made from the freshest ingredients. Open
daily, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Closed
Sunday. Dial 323-2089 for call-in orders
• Central Thyme and SOHO South, 2635
Central Ave. • Visit SOHO for unique gifts,
home accessories and quality framing or
treat yourself to gourmet sandwiches,
soups & salads at Central Thyme. Open
Tuesday to Saturday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Call 322-2280 to reach SOHO South and
323-7687(SOUP) tor Central Thyme.

Dec. 8 • MarineMax Lighted Boat Parade. The

Pier, 800 2nd Ave. N.E. 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. Flotilla
of decorated boats proceeds along 7.5 mite
route along the downtown waterfront.
www.stpetepier.com or 821 -6443,
Dec. 8 & 9 • The Great Russian Nutcracker
featuring The Moscow Symphony Orchestra.

Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st St. S. Fri. 7 p.m., Sat.
3 & 7:30 p.m. Broadway show ballet features
exquisite costumes, a 50 All-Star Russian cast,
larger-than-life puppets and breathtaking handpairited set designs. $27 to $65. www.mahaffeytheater.com or 892-5767.
Dec. 8 & 15 • St. Pete Shuffle. St. Petersburg
ShufTleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N. 7 to
11 p.m. A hip twist on an old game With music
and art. www.stpeteshuffle.com or 867-7228.
Dec. 9 & 16 • Saturday Morning Market
Central Ave. from 1 st to 2nd St. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
European-styie open air market, fresh produce,
gourmet baked goods, greenery, handcrafts,
housewares, local artists arid live' music,
www.saturdaymorningrnarket.com or 455-4921.
Dec. 9 • I Love St. Pete Art Show & Sidewalk

St. Petersburg Shuffieboard
Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N. 9 a.m. to 11:30
p.m. Children, adults and families compete for
prizes. An evening of music and dancing will
round out this artistic festival. 727-867-7228.
Chalk Art Fest.

Dec. 9 • Merry Chriskwanzanukah! Mahaffey
Theater, 400 1st St. S. 9:30 & 11:30 a.m. Shana
Banana's musical holiday show celebrates and
appreciates a variety of holidays this season. $7.
www.mahaffeytheater.com or 892-5767.

Dec. 9 • Christmas Jamboree. Pinellas Pioneer
Settlement, 2900 31 st St. S. Enjoy beautiful holi
day decorations, hay rides and handcrafted gifts
all with an old time touch. 893-7326.
Dec. 9 • Gallery Walk. Participating galleries
downtown. 5:30 to 9 p.m. Meet gallery owners
and artists, www.stpetearts.com pr 821 -6767.

• The Little Fruit Basket, 533 Central Ave.,
ships fresh Florida citrus and deluxe cit
rus baskets throughout the continental
U.S., and delivers gourmet fancy fruit gift
baskets locally. Stop by for fresh fruit,
smoothies, frozen yogurt, gourmet coffee
and unique gifts. • Contact Evelie at 822- ,
4475, 822-4946 or edavisl 212@aoi.coni

1566 16th St. S. For
all your custom wear needs, we do it all graphics, screen printing, embroidery,
banners, signs and more! • Call 641-1494.
• T-Shirt University,

• DOES YOUR CAR NEED HELP?
• St Petersburg Radiator, 1707 16th St.
S., specializes in many of your automobile
needs. • Call 896-1569. *
1200 34th St.
S. • Mechanical & auto body repairs.
More than four years at this location. Mike
Clarence Roddy, owner. * Call 322-6407.

Dec. 9 • TubaChristmas®. The Pier, 800 2nd Ave.
N.E. 7 p.m. Volunteer tuba, baritone and eupho
nium players of all ages present a concert of hol
iday music. Public invited to sing along!
www.stpetepier.com or 526-7159.
Dec. 10. • Lunch with Santa. Albert Whitted
Airport, 107 8th Ave. S.E. Santa flies in by heli
copter. $5. 822-1532.
Dec. 12 • Natural History Speaker Series,

Boyd Hitl Nature Preserve, 1101 Country Club
Way S. 7:30 p.m. Lecture about “The Benefits of
Ecotourism: Linking People and the
Environment.” Free. 727-893-7326,
Dec. 13 • Boley Centers Jingle Bell Run.

The Pier, 800 2nd Ave. H.E. 6 to 9 p.m. Non-com
petitive 1 and 3 mite run glowing with the spirit of
the spason. $15 to participate, www.boleycenters.org or 821-4819.

• Skyway Auto Repairs, Inc.,

Dec. 16 • 20th Annual St Nick Open Golf

Mangrove Bay Golf Course, 875
62nd Ave. N.E. 8 a.m. 2 player scramble. $100
per person. 893-7800.
Tournament

• Brake World USA, 2200 34th St. S.
Complete brake services provided.
Family-owned and operated, serving the
community for the past 18 years. Dap
Dacey, owner. • Call 323-5500.
• Rubber City Tire & Auto Repair, 2590
34th St. S. • Specializing in tires, frontend and brake services. • Family-owned
by Cesar Grajales for over 18 years.
• Call 328-1234.

st-petersluirg
www.slpete.org

Economic Development
Continuing The Progress
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America Will Lose Without
Affirmative Action
The Wednesday
after the elections,
many of the country’s
progressive thinkers
celebrated the
Democratic victories.
Civil rights activists,
however;'; we0
Judge Greg
mourning what
Mathis
appears to be the
beginning of the end of affirmative
action as we know it. Affirmative action
was implemented by President Lyndon
Johnson in 1965 as a way to assist
oppressed groups in achieving equality.
Over the years, affirmative action
policies have taken hits, but the nation’s
courts, both low and high, upheld the
law. More than 40 years later, the
American people are voting down
affirmative action, state by state.
On election day, Michigan voters
decided to do away with affirmative
action. The law’s opponents are ecstatic;
they say affirmative action is nothing
more than reverse discrimination and
believe that, ultimately, it will harm
America. Since the courts have failed to
agree with this thinking, there are plans
to take this issue to each state and give it
to the people to decide. Michigan was
the first step and this victory has given
the misguided cause a boost. But, this
country only has to look to California to
see what happens when there are no
laws in place to protect historically
oppressed populations.
. Ten years ago this November, the
people of California voted to prohibit
public institutions from giving preferential
treatment based on race, sex, or ethnicity.
According to Newsweek magazine, the
law school at the University of California
at Berkeley, one of California’s top
universities, enrolled only one black

student the year after Proposition 209
passed; 268 students were admitted to
the law school that year. Ten years later,
the University of California at Los
Angeles projected that only 96 of the
5,000 freshmen enrolled in the fall of
2006 were black. Students aren’t the
only, ones losing out: without. the
guarantee of a certain percentage of
government contracts, many minority
firms in California went out of business.
With no law in place to protect them,
historically
underrepresented
populations - i.e. people of color and
women - no longer have access to the
opportunities they need to thrive.
Women and people of color aren’t
the only ones who’ll lose ground if other
states follow California and Michigan
and vote down affirmative action
policies. Already, this country is losing
ground in the global marketplace to
countries like China and India where
many of our engineering and customer
service jobs are outsourced. These
countries are producing more college
graduates at much faster rates than the
U.S. If large segments of our population
are unable to access a quality education,
this country will never be able to
compete. Without Affirmative action,
minority owned businesses won’t be
able to compete with larger corporations
and many of this country’s citizens will
never be able to realize their version of
the American dream.
Until a better solution for addressing
race and gender disparities in hiring and
education is developed, this country must
support and uphold the policies that
currently stand. Racial and economic
justice is a national issue; the states, and
individuals, cannot be left to make this
decision. If America is to sustain herself,
affirmative action must stay.
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THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!
• The best gospel music in Tampa bay that will lift your spirits. Tune in daily from
6 a.m. - 1 p.m• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music from yesterday 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening to your
favorite music. 7 p.m - 10 p.m.

-

•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and easy.
10 p.m. - 12 p.m.
• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond
at (727) 821-9947
email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 l

st Avenue

North

ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

Lessons Children Are
Teaching Adults
On November 14,
the Children’s Defense
Fund (CDF) held a
Beat the Odds®
Awards Dinner in
Washington,
D .C.
with special guest
Renee Zellweger,
Marian Wright
Edelman
and co-chairs Ali
NNPA Columnist
Wentworth and her
husband George Stephanopoulos.
CDF launched the Beat the Odds
program in 1990 to celebrate young
people who do well despite poverty,
violence, homelessness, family breakup,
or substance abuse making even the
smallest achievements difficult. Students
are honored at special awards ceremonies
and receive a significant scholarship
award and other prizes.
Beat the Odds events are held in
communities across the country, and the
five high school students just honored in
Washington are extraordinary young
people with inspiring stories.
At age 13, Chloe was uprooted from
her home in Florida and moved with her
younger sister to her aunt’s house in
South Carolina after their mother
received a Naval deployment to the D.C.
area. Eventually, Chloe and her sister
joined their -mother, but as she
continually-- struggled- to’ m-ake-ends
meet, these became just the first in a
series of evictions and regular moves for
the family. Soon they began keeping
everything they owned in boxes because
they never knew when the next move
was coming.
After the family became homeless,
the county placed them in a hotel room
located an hour-long bus ride away from
Chloe’s school. But despite her challenging
and constantly shifting 'circumstances,
Chloe has maintained a positive outlook
and a rare sense of confidence. She is a
member of the National Honor Society,
and chooses to consider poverty her
motivation instead of her excuse.
Michael lives by a motto: “You can
follow the destiny you were bom into or
you can carve your own path.” Looking
at his family environment, Michael’s
destiny didn’t seem very bright. His
mother suffers from schizophrenia, and
his father conducted illegal activities to
support his drug and alcohol use, including
selling the family’s food stamps. At one
point he exploited Michael’s computer
talents by forcing him to choose between
forging checks for him or going without
food.
But after his parents were caught
cashing duplicated checks, Michael was
sent to live with supportive legal gqardians
who have helped him use his onceexploited talents to start a technology
club at his high school and become the
webmaster for the Key Club. Michael
dreams of becoming a politician so he
can improve the lives of other people
stuck in situations similar tq the ones
he’s faced.
Natasha grew up in Jamaica without
knowing her mother, who lived in the
United States. Her father was often
absent, too, leaving Natasha and her
younger brother for days or months at a
time to take care of themselves. And
when he returned, he was sexually
abusive.
Natasha then lived at a facility for
girls and then with an unkind neighbor
and her sexually-threatening husband,
before her mother finally brought her
and her brother to the United States.
But her mother was in an abusive

relationship here that affected the entire
family. Child Protective Services
eventually intervened after an episode of
family violence, and Natasha went to
live with her grandmother. Now, with a
3.8 GPA, she wants to use her education
to empower young girls to escape
conditions similar to the ones she
endured. Natasha says without her
painful memories, she wouldn’t have
learned the valuable lessons that taught
her forgiveness, strength, and love,
giving her the courage to go after her
dreams.
Tuan looks forward to being the first
in his family to graduate from an
American high school. They emigrated
from Vietnam in 1994 in hopes of a
better life, but despite his father’s
background as a Vietnamese Army
officer, he has been sorely under
employed in the United States and
currently works in a T-shirt factory.
Tuan’s mother suffers from chronic
arthritis that prevents her from working.
To make matters worse, Tuan’s father
was recently hospitalized and diagnosed
with a liver disease that has threatened
the family’s only source of income.
Because he speaks English fluently,
Tuan serves as the interpreter for his
family, which means he often has to
miss school to go with his parents to the
Social Security Administration or the
hospital.
But instead of being overwhelmed
by his circumstances, Tuan uses them as
inspiration to achieve academically. He
maintains a 3.7 GPA and describes his
future education plans with great maturity
and seriousness that is rare for a high
school senior, because he equates his
success with the health and future of his
family.
When Charlette was five, she lost
her father to AIDS. At age 12, a family
friend raped her. Over the next few years,
additional traumatic events destabilized
her life even further: first, her family
was evicted from their home. Then, one
of her friends was shot at school. Next,
students at her schdol were .displaced
when the building had to undergo a long
mercury decontamination process.
Finally, her family moved in with
her grandmother, who suffers from
Alzheimer’s. But even while carrying
the burden of her personal life, Charlette
has refocused on her academics at a new
charter school and become a leader in
the classroom.
Throughout it all, her mother has
been her source of strength, and she
taught Charlette that if you can’t be
strong for yourself, you can’t be strong
for anyone else. But this past summer
Charlette learned her mother has lung
cancer - so now Charlette wants to be
strong for her.
I am so proud of these young people.
They and thousands of young people
like them all around us, struggling
quietly each day to stay on track and do
the right thing—deeply deserve our
recognition, praise, and support.
Marian Wright Edelman is President
and Founder of the Children’s Defense
Fund and its Action Council whose
Leave No Child Behind® mission is to
ensure every child a Healthy Start, a
Head Start, a Fair Start, a Safe Start,
and a Moral Start in life and successful
passage to adulthood with the help of
caring families and communities .
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Side Door Jazz
St. Petersburg’s “Blue Note!”
Ladies and Gentlemen; Jazz Fans Jenkins-Wisner Trio as featured and beautiful eyes. On stage,,she is
and Music Lovers! May I have your artists of the evening. If , you in complete command of musicians,
attention? The Palladium Theater haven’t heard pianist Jenkins- of whom she constantly refers to
has what the doctor ordered; Doctor Wisner, you’re doing yourself an as “her children.” She considers her
of Jazz that is. For whatever ails injustice. It’s not necessary to be two sidemen, as her two “delinquent
you, check out the solid musical a jazz aficionado, R&B fan or children”.
Frosting on the musical cake
events offered on Thursdays of enthusiast of classical music. All
was
former Duke Ellington bassist
each month downstairs at the you have to be, is a person who
John Lamb, and outstanding, exciting
Palladium’s - “Side Door Jazz” enjoys music.
room. Ms. Dar Webb, Executive
Ms. Jenkins-Wisner, or Lillette, time-keeper for the trio, drummer
Director of the Palladium has as she prefers to be called, is a Ken Loomer, who has been playing
remodeled the downstairs room into classically trained pianist with a in the Tampa Bay area for many,
St. Petersburg’s own “Blue Note jazz background. She plays the many years. He has been called a
Jazz Club.” The only difference is, entire range of music we all love, “drummers’ drummer”. His sense
there’s no smoking, and you don’t from Gershwin to Ellington. Lillette ' of rhythm arid time is out of
have to take the subway to get is world-traveled and entertains not the ordinary, His drum solos are
back home. Snacks are on the table, only with musical expertise, but electrifying. There were occasions
drinks are at the cash-bar, and the also with anecdotes about familiar when ’ Lillette played softly, and
best in musicians are on stage, and famous musicians. Although, in the background, you could hear
she is in constant demand, and the subtle “be-tow, be-tow, beoffering superior musical treats.
Last Thursday evening was a plays regularly in the Tampa Bay tow”..-not too loud, not too soft,
prime example. Rick Gee’s Jazz area, her performance is not one but a blend of musical faculty
Jamm, Inc. and the Palladium that you tire of seeing and hearing. complimenting each other.
On the flip-side of the sideman
Theater co-promoted Tampa Bay’s She is the epitome of a stage
marvelous group, The Lillette performer flashing brilliant smiles coin, was former Ellington bassist

John Lamb. To mention only a few
accolades, the list begins with a
Grammy for his performance on a
major work of Duke Ellington
entitled “The Far East Suite.” He
has played with exceptional jazz
artists, such as Sam Woodyard and
drummer Louis Bellsom. On a
classical level, Lamb has performed
with the Boston Pops Orchestra and
the Philharmonics in New York,
Toronto, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Pittsburgh and London. For the last
several years, he has been Director
of the “Original All-Stars”, an
outstanding local jazz hand.
The versatile pianist Lillette
Jenkins-Wisner opened Thursday
night’s performance with Duke
Ellington’s famous “Satin Doll”
followed by Billy Strahorn’s “Lush
Life” and “Sophisticated Lady,”
and had the audience eating out of
her hand. She followed these hit
tunes with a, mirthful little ditty
“I’m A W-O-M-A-N” lifting the
audience to laughter. Lillette brought
the spotlight onto John Lamb,
exhibiting his solo talents on the

Sunstar FirstGar^^mbulance
Membership Plan Begins Early
Enrollment

Applications are now available
for the Sunstar, FirstCare Ambulance
Membership Plan. This early
enrollment period offers Pinellas
County residents a chance to sign up

for the plan in advance, or to offer
membership in the plan to a friend
or loved one during the holidays.
The Sunstar FirstCare Ambulance
Membership Plan is a Pinellas
County government program that
works with your insurance company
to cover out-of-pocket expenses
associated with medically necessary
ambulance transportation. It covers
unlimited medically necessary
transportation, to or from a medical
facility within Pinellas County,

Snow Bird jazz fans enjoying concert

Side Door Concert Promoters: Dor Webb, Executive Director,
Palladium Theater and Rick Gee, Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm

familiar tune of “Frankie and
Johnny.” A favorite tune of mine,
“One-Eyed Man’’ was next,
followed by “What A Wonderful
World” a nod to Louis Armstrong.
The spotlight switched over to
drummer Loomer on “Caravan,”
one of Loomer’s better solos.
Slowing down the pace somewhat,
the group performed a medley of
religious and classical tunes such
as “Rhapsody in Blue”, “How
Great Thou Art”, and “Great Is
Thy Faithfulness.” The more they
performed, the better they sounded.
It was a musical delight.
Closing out the concert, was
Lillette’s magnificent rendition of
“Flight of The Bumble Bee.” The
Trio was called back for an encbre.
So, music lovers who were not
in attendance, you now have an
idea of what you missed. If and
whenever you get the chance to see
and hear Lillette Jenkins-Wisner
in concert, by all means take
advantage of the opportunity.
YouTl be glad you did.

Remember to “Keep Jazz Alive”
by “Supporting Live Jazz!”

Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my website at:
rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me
at JazzJamm@aolcom. You may also
mail your letters to Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, c/o The Weekly Challenger,
2500 M.L. King, Jr. Street South,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

Lillette Jenkins-Wisner
in performance

Church

Annual Men's Prayer
Breakfast .CT.';
Guest Speaker: Rick Gee. Columnist for the WeeWy Challenger
and founder of Rick Gee's Jazz Jamm

’Field Hollers to the Blues: A Spiritual Journey'

offering protection that may be
lacking with your insurance coverage.
Memberships are $45 for an
individual; $70 for the family plan.
Coverage is effective January 1,
2007 through March 31,2008 upon
receipt of a completed membership
application and remittance.
For complete details call (727)
582-2008 Monday - Friday 7 a.m. 5:15 pm. Or download an application
at www.pinellascounty.org/firstcare.

Q & A to follow

8:00 AM Service, Sunday, December 10, 2006
2920 26“ Avenue Sowh St. Petersburg

|§

Donation for Full Breakfast: $7.00

Remember! Celebrate! Act!
A Day On, Not A Day Off!!!
The National Council of Negro Women, Inc.
St. Petersburg Metropolitan Section

and.
THE TAMPA BAY AREA MUSLIM ASSOCIATION CORDIALLY INVITES YOU

'

Mr. Jeff Lyash, President/CEO

To Our

Progress Energy, Florida .

“Reconstructing the Family Life” Fundraiser

Progress Energy

PURPOSE:

To Raise Funds For A Community Mentoring, Complex

WHY?:

To Save Family Life in Our Community, Focusing On Our Youths First

WHEN?:

Saturday, December 9,2006 - Mark this date onyour Calendar NOW!!!

TIME:

1 p.m. to 2 p.m. Social Networking, Program begins at 2 p.m. until 6 p.m.

WHERE?:

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Community Center, 1201 Douglas Avenue, Clearwater, Florida

Honorary chair
Invite You to Attend

People, Performance. Excellence.

21s* Annual Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Leadership
Breakfast

33755

Date:

FEATURING

Monday, January 15, 2007

Discussion by Distinguished Community Panelist

St. Petersburg Coliseum
535 Fourth Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL
Place:

Including
Mr. Larry English - Executive Director of the Federation of Families for Children’s Mental Health
Mr. Curtis Stokes - president of the Hillsborough County Chapter of the NAACP

Time: 7:30 a.m.

Mrs. Ifraj T. El-Amin - Certified School Psychologist and Business Manager
Ms. Cena Scott - Family and Social Services Worker of MLK Center

Speaker: Robert Smith, Jr,, M. Div, Ph. D.

Ms. Swiyyah N. Muhammad - Mental Health Counselor and Author of Don’t Call Me Crazy, I’m Just in Love

Associate Professor, Beeson Divinity School,
On the Campus of Samford University
Birmingham, Alabama

Mr. Kenneth Rushing - Author, Motivational Speaker and Philanthropist
Mr. Elliott Steele- Talk-Show Host for WMNF 88.5

Plus
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Co-Sponsored bv City of St. Petersburg

Imam Qasim Ahmed

Director of Islamic Learning Center in Tampa, FL

$25.00 per person
(Sponsorship Opportunities are available)
Tickets:

Dr. Robert Smith, Jr.

Enjoy a Delicious Buffet-Style Dinner
For

Live OnSite Fundraising By:
Bro. Jarvis K.

Bro. Jarvis K. El-Amin

.

' .

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG

additional information contact Mary H. Clowers, Chair, at

727-896-6556

or visit our website at www.ncnwstpetersburg.org

El-Amin

Businessman, Community Activist, and
Motivational Speaker

Ticket Locations:

For More Information Call: (813) 785-5759 • For Directions Call: (727) 298-8105

The Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South

FREE ADMISSION - DONATIONS ARE WELCOMED!

NCNW Fannye A. Ponder Council House, 1835 9th Avenue South

Lou Brown Realty, 2900 18th Avenue South
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Jeremy’s Journey
CLEARWATER - The family
that Jeremy described on his card
turned out to be the Molinet family
- Dr. Carmen Molinet (left) and her
husband Luis (right) who were in
the process of adopting Jeremy, the
smiling boy pictured in behind
them both on the Heart Gallery
exhibit.
When the Progress Energy
Heart Gallery of Pinellas and Pasco
Counties opened on June 22, 2006,
one family was smiling bigger than
anyone else there. All because Of a
little boy named Jeremy, with
boundless energy and a smile bigenough to fill a room, being featured
on the 2006 Heart Gallery exhibit.
Jeremy’s biography card on the
Heart Gallery read:
If given a choice, playing
outside is where you’ll find 7-yearold Jeremy. He loves all outdoor
activities, including going to the
park, swimming, picnicking and
riding his bicycle. What Jeremy
would like most is a family who
enjoys going interesting places and
doing fun things together. Jeremy
has a big, beautiful heart. He gets
along well with other children and
would love to become part of a big,
beautiful family.

The Molinet’s had been hoping
to adopt for years and had already
completed all the steps to adopt a
child from foster care, including an
approved adoptive home study.
Jeremy had been waiting for his
adoptive family for years, standing
by as his half-siblings were either
reunified or adopted. Jeremy was
tired of waiting - he wanted his own
“forever family.”
The Molinet’s heard about
Jeremy through Safe Children
Coalition Case Manager Sheryl
Allen who made arrangements for
the Molinet’s to meet them during
Jeremy’s scheduled Heart Gallery
photo session with' volunteer
photographers Kim & Peggy
Warmolts of Lasting Impressions at
their home in the country.
Ms. Allen introduced the
Molinet’s to Jeremy as her
“friends,” and Jeremy spent the day
laughing and playing with them,
while Kim & Peggy Warmolts of
Lasting
Impressions
snapped
picture after picture for the Heart
Gallery exhibit.
When Jeremy returned to his
foster home, he couldn’t stop
talking about his new “friends” and
how much fun they had that day.

When he got to school, he
described his new “friends” to his
teacher exclaiming, “They look just
like me!” More visits followed and
the Molinet’s - without one moment
of doubt - signed the paperwork to
move forward in the adoption
process.
Heart Galleries are traveling
museum-quality exhibits that feature
professional portraits and personal
biographies of foster children in
need of adoptive homes. Local
professional photographers volunteer
their time, and the exhibit moves
from venue to venue to such public
places as malls, places of worship and
libraries. It is a way for the community
to help local child welfare agencies
recruit ‘‘forever” adoptive families
for local foster children.

Dr. and Mr. Molinet with Jeremy

Bayfront Medical Seeks
Volunteers
For over 100 years, Bayfront
Medical Center has been the medical
leader in our Community - offering
the latest in medical advancements
and procedures. We have come to
depend on the outstanding service
of many community volunteers that
offer their time and talents to help
make a difference at Bayfront for
our patients, guests and staff. If you
are able to offer a few hours per

week and are passionate about
helping others', please consider
joining our team of volunteers in
one of the following areas:
• Gift shop
• Information desk
• Mail/flower desk
• Patient escorts
• Office/clerical support
• Surgery Waiting Room
• Patient sitters

Bayfront rewards members of
our volunteer Team by offering
free/discounted meals, free parking,
training and orientation, team
member discounts in our gift shop,
and invitations to hospital events
throughout the year.
To learn more about our
volunteer opportunities, please
contact Teresa at 727-893-6054.

Give your talents the opportunities they deserve. Join us at FACS. We’re the credit
services, centralized financial and administrative support resource for Federated
Department Stores, including Macy’s and Bloomingdale’s.
We’re growing....and so can you With an exciting career at FACS. If you possess
excellent customer service and communication skills, a HS diploma or GED, plus the
flexibility to Work Weekends, We have a better future in store for you.

Submit your profile online: FACSgroup.com
Customer Service Representatives
Bi li ngua l/Non-bi li ngual
FT Schedules

Open House
13141 34th St. N., Clearwater

Mon. - Thurs,, 9a-6p • Fri., 9a-4p
Phone: 727-556-5000
Fax: 727-556-5182

> 20% discount
at Macy’s
> 401 (k) with company
match
>■ Medical ft defttal benefits
■ Competitive weekly pay
• Eligibility for semi-annual
increase

i Paid training
► Tuition reimbursement
! High-energy friendly
atmosphere.
■ Casual dress

E4CSGroup, Inc.
The better way to work.
FACS Group, Inc.
Financial, Administrative and Credit Services.

A subsidiary df Federated Department Stores, inc.

Learning About Diabetes
By: EMERALD REILLY

producing or using insulin, which is to go for help and information. She
a hormone that is needed to convert recently attended her third meeting
sugar, starches and other food into and said she is “still learning.”
Diabetes is on the rise in energy needed for daily life. While
Gwen Felder, a registered nurse
African-American communities, the cause of diabetes is not clear, who works full time for the Offices
and Steps to a Healthier Florida both genetics and environmental of Minority Health in the Health
is offering diabetics and others factors, such as obesity and lack of Department and part time with
information and counseling to keep exercise, appear to play roles in its Steps, tries to teach diabetics to eat
their lives in control.
development.
,
“in moderation.”
A series of education, self
Felder breaks down each meal
The most common complications
management and nutrition classes affect vision and circulation. Severe into portion size, brand of the food,
for diabetics are giving. Midtown cases can sometimes lead to and what they might have added
residents a family atmosphere where amputations or kidney disease. to the meal to help them see why
they can talk about their diabetes. More than 3.2 million African- they might be experiencing high or
The classes teach diabetics how to Americans are dealing with diabetes low blood sugars. Felder helped a
control their blood sugar by nationwide and African Americans woman understand why she was
regularly taking their medication are 1.8 times more likely to be experiencing high blood sugar
along with exercising and eating affected than whites.
levels. The culprit? Large portions
balanced meals.
Without informational classes, of butter added to her food.
The classes, which are taught which also address heart disease
Those diagnosed with diabetes
by a registered nurse, have been “a prevention and cancer, many people help each other based on their own
lifesaver” for Mattie Wright. When would be misinformed, or not experiences. They share home
diagnosed in 1996 with diabetes she informed at all.
remedies and secrets they have
said her doctor offered little help
“The doctor didn’t tell me found to be helpful, such as eating a
and sent her to a support group in anything,” said Barbara Willis, who teaspoon of cinnamon or drinking a
Dunedin, more than 25 miles away, attends the Monday meetings at the glass of cold water, to help balance
for information.
Enoch Davis Center every week their blood sugar levels.
Diabetics learn through videos, with her husband, who is not a
“I have learned that I didn’t have
newspaper or magazine articles and diabetic. Willis said she received all to change what Fate,” said Tonya
round table discussions how to of her information from the classes Johnson, who also suffers from
regulate their own bodies and be because the doctors were not Sickle Cell Anemia, “But how I ate
independent.
helpful. “I just thought that many it.”
“I have learned to control doctors didn’t know that much
Felder said that with the
myself so I could control my about it.”
holidays coming up, diabetics
health,” Wright said.
Yvonne Lake is still in shock should remember moderation and
Diabetes is a disease that after her recent diagnosis. The that “if you over-eat, exercise' to
prevents the body from properly classes were the only place for her compensate.”
Neighborhood News Bureau

Creative Clay Opens New Gallery
At Abilities of Florida
CLEARWATER - They say
you caji’t go home again. However,
Creative Clay has done just that.
Jn 1995, Creative Clay began •
operating at the Abilities of Florida
office in Clearwater as the first arts
organization in the state of Florida
specifically designed to serve
persons with disabilities through
sophisticated arts education. Its
mission is to make the arts
accessible for every interested
member of the
community
regardless of age, gender, ability
and/or race.
Now, eleven years later, in a
joint effort to promote the arts for
people with disabilities, they have
returned to Abilities using its
empty wall' space as a gallery.
Approximately 50 pieces of art
hang on the walls at Abilities of
Florida office at 2735 Whitney
Road, Clearwater.
The artists at Creative Clay are
very grateful for this opportunity to
display their artwork at a location
other than their studio in St.
Petersburg. “Displaying my artwork
helps me get noticed in the
community,” said Kim S., an artist
at Creative Clay. Robin L. added, “I
think its awesome to display my

artwork at Abilities. It makes me information on Creative Clay can
feel happy and good about myself.” be found at www.creativeclay.org.
This is your chance to see,
Abilities of Florida, established
experience and purchase the finest in 1959 as a 501
(c)(3)
in art by people with disabilities in organization, provides vocational
the Tampa Bay area. This original evaluation,
skills
training,
art ranges from $20 to $200 and can accessible housing
and job
be viewed at the Abilities office. placement services to persons with
After the first of the year, an open disabilities throughout the state of
house will take place, to enable the Florida.
public to meet with the artists in
Abilities is an affiliate of the
person. For more information on ServiceSouree Network, which
the partnership between Abilities of combines national expertise with
Florida and Creative Glay call local
experience.
The
Becky (727) 538-7370, ext. 346.
ServiceSouree
Network,
a
Creative Clay is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, provides
organization and receives funding job training and support services to
support from The Able Trust, The almost
12,000
people
with
B&G Endowment, the Pinellas disabilities in nine states and the
County Arts Council, The City of District
of
Columbia.
The
St. Petersburg, the Florida Division ServiceSouree
Network
is
of Cultural Affairs, The Christopher comprised
of four
affiliate
Reeve Paralysis Foundation, The organizations. In addition to
Banyan Foundation, Target, and Abilities,
those
include:
Publix Super Markets Charities. ServiceSouree, headquartered in
Creative Clay staff and volunteers, Alexandria, Virginia; Employment
in collaboration with many of Source,
headquartered
in
Pinellas Counties’ art galleries, Fayetteville, North Carolina; and
museums and art organizations OCI, headquartered in Wilmington,
have significantly increased the Delaware. Collectively, we employ
quality of life for over 1,000 over 1,100 individuals with
individuals each year diagnosed as disabilities annually.
a citizen with a disability. More

The Hospice of the FL Suncoast
To Offer Gift Wrap Services And
Trees Of Love For The Holidays
CLEARWATER — The Hospice
of the Florida Suncoast will offer
gift-wrapping services from
November 26 to December 24,
at Tyrone Square and Westfield
Shoppingtown Countryside malls.
The Hospice’s volunteers will wrap
packages in festive paper and ribbons
for mall customers. All donations
collected will benefit The Hospice’s
family of programs and services.
The Hospice will also have
its Trees of Love at Westfield
Shoppingtown Countryside and
Tyrone Square malls, November 26
to December 24. At the Trees of

Love, individuals can make donations
in the memory or in honor of loved
ones. A dove ornament with each
loved one’s name will adorn a
holiday tree.
To volunteer for The Hospice’s
holiday events, please call Joan
McHale (727) 465-6228 for Westfield
Shoppingtown Countryside Trees of
Love, Susan Brillat (727) 595-4744
for Westfield Shoppingtown
Countryside Gift Wrap, Anita
Feinman (727) 547-0059 for Tyrone
Square Mall Trees of Love, and
Natalie Rowland (727) 563-9076
for Tyrone Square Mall Gift Wrap.

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continued
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
children. Volunteers (age 16 and up) are needed in the thrift store,

Lights of Pinellas. Looking for a great way to celebrate the
holidays? For the second year, Pinellas County is listing city and

shelter, legal and children’s programs. Volunteer orientation is held

county holiday events and displays taking place through New

the second Thursday of every month 6-7:30 p.m. Please

Years Day on its Web site. From the southern tip of St. Pete

register at aharcar@oasa-stpete.org

or (727) 895-4912 ext.

107

Beach to the northern reaches of Tarpon Springs, there’s bound
to be an event close to your home. Whether you want to join in

Volunteers Needed at the Free Clinic. The St. Petersburg

the merry festivities, enjoy a lighted boat parade or just take in

Free Clinic holds a volunteer orientation every 2nd Tuesday of the

the magical lights of a holiday display, there’s an event for you.
Visit www.pinellascounty.org/LightsofPinellas for all the details.

month at 10:00 a.m. and again on the 3rd Tuesday of the month at

PALLADIUM

3:30 p.m. Current volunteer openings include: Special Event

► Southside Fundamental Chorus

Volunteers, Food Packers for We Help Services, Intake workers
for Beacon House and the Health Center, and Receptionists for the

Join us for Gulfport’s Traditional First Friday and Third
Saturday Art Walks from 6:00-10:00 p.m. on Beach Blvd.

Tuesday, December5,7:00 pm, FREEADMISSION

administrative office. Volunteer opportunities are also available in

Shop, dine, relax and enjoy new friends in our eclectic
waterfront community. Artisans and Crafters will be displaying

the Free Clinic Food Bank and the Free Clinic Women’s

their unique talents along Beach Blvd. and live entertainment
can be heard throughout the waterfront district. Shqps are
opened late! For more information call Rick at (727) .328-1917,

to attend the orientation, call Rebecca Russell-Gootee at (727) 861-

or e-mail Suzie at GulfpprtEvents@gmail.com.

M.O.V.E. Needs You. Motivated On Vision And Empowerment
Council, Inc. - Parents meet monthly on the 1st Monday 6:30 p.m. @ the Enoch Davis Center, 12th Street and 18th

► Southside Fundamental Band

Residence. For more information about volunteer opportunities or

Wedenesday, December 6,7:00 pm, FREE ADMISSION

1200, ext. 114.

NCNW Teen Abstinence Education facilitated by More2Life,
a division of the Pregnancy Center of Pinellas County is offering

► Guiifoil Ballet: The Nutcracker
Friday, December 8,7:30 pm, $10-$25

► Comedian Suzanne Westenhoefer

Ave. S. All are welcomed and encouraged to participate. For
more information contact Elder Rainey at (727) 866-2589.

an 8 Week Program held on Thursdays: 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Saturday, December 9,8:00 pm, $20—$25

at Fannye A. Ponder Council House, 1835 9th Avenue S.For
enrollment or additional information Contact Signora Farris at

► Sing We All Noel

Science Center needs Volunteers for many activities

727-327-3154.

including greeting incoming school buses, working in the

Sunday, December 10,2:00 pm MATINEE, $8—$12

Science Center store, aiding staff in the front office and helping

The St. Petersburg Branch df the NAACP hosts its
Annual Emancipation Proclamation Ceremony Service and
Installation of Officers on Monday, January 1,2007 at 11:00
a.m. at Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary Baptist Church, 955-

out during the numerous events held each year. Come spend

► Side Door Opera:
Opera's Amorous Favorites

your free time in a fun atmosphere with a group of people
dedicated to science education for the entire community! For
more information contact Hilary Knapper, Monday through Friday

20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL. Contact Elder Martin

Friday, December 15,7:30 pm, $20

at (727) 384-0027, extension 223. To learn more about the

Rainey, Chairman (727) 420-1326 for more information. Email:

Science Center, visit www.sciencecenterofpinellas.com.

mrainey390@aol.com.

► Ellington Christmas
Saturday, December 16,7:30 pm, $20
Sunday, December 17,2:00 pm MATINEE, $20

Adults Mentoring Children Program Seeks Volunteers.

Make a difference in the life of a parent. Enjoy feeling a

Gulf Coast Community Care needs volunteers 30 years and

“Happy Heart” when you share your wisdom and life skills with

older. Volunteers are matched with children from single parent

a parent! Volunteer as a mentor for successful parenting. For

homes who need adult companionship. There is a special need

further information contact: Kerri Aaronson, Coordinator -

► Die Fledermaus

for volunteers for children ages 10 to 14. No experience is

Parent Aide Program (727) 544-3900 x168.

Friday, December 29,7:30 pm, $10—$50
Saturday, December 30,7:30 pm, $10—$50

necessary. There are no costs. There are 60 children throughout

CASA Needs Volunteers. CASA (Community Action Stops
Abuse) advocates for survivors of domestic violence and their

Pinellas County waiting for mentors! For more information
contact Nancy at (727) 479-1813 or Beverly at (727) 479-1841.

Box Office 727.822.3590 www.mypafladiym.org

CALL IN FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

±

Registration Begins
For Pinellas County
Schools 2007-08

■

MEDIA SPONSOR

253 Fifth Avenue North St. Petersburg, FL 33701
2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mask & Marianne Mahaffey,

?

Progress Energy, ROaintosdw.Sanbteftompany, Synovus Bank,Tech Date, St. Petersburg

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd Street North

TOO BUSY TO DINE IN?

TAKEOUT SEAFOOD IS OUR SPECIALTY!
BUCKET OF FISH 9.99
18 PC. JUMBO SHRIMP 16.99
FULL LB. SALMON OR SNAPPER 12.99

LARGO —Beginning December 1, parents of incoming
kindergartners, new students or those returning to Pinellas
County Schools in August 2007 may call or visit a Family
Education and Information Center (FEIC) to get a student
identification number for their child. Parents will need this
number to apply for schools during the choice application
periods.

400 - 49th St South
St Petersburg, FL

(727) 327*8309
(727) 328-8309

MID PENINtULA SEAFOOD

Parents should be prepared to give the following

Mon.-Sat 11 AMtq9PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin'

MAMET&MJTAUBANT

information:

• The child’s name as it appears on his or her legal proof
of identity/age.
• The child’s legal residence address in Pinellas County.
• The child’s grade level for August 2007.
• Any services the child requires such as English for
Speakers of Other Languages or exceptional student education.
Parents of students who require special services may be
referred to other district offices for screening before they can
apply to schools.
If a child is enrolled in a Pinellas County Schools’
exceptional education prekindergarten program or voluntary
prekindergarten (VPK), he or she already has a student I.D.
number. These parents DO NOT need to register at an FEIC.
Parents of children in community VPK programs must
register with Pinellas County Schools before they can apply
for school assignment during the choice application periods.
The application period for countywide magnet,
fundamental, and career academy programs is Jan. 15 - Feb.
3, 2007, and the choice attendance area school application
period is March 5 - 24,2007. Because parents may not apply
without a student I.D. number, it is essential that they not
delay in calling or visiting an FEIC to obtain one.

CABLE

Digital Cable
Phone

PHONE

INTERNET

All vour favorite channels!

Land line service in most areas, Keep your same number!

Internet

Always connected! Won’t tie up your phone line!

It is every football fan's dream. 7 days a
week, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year!

METWORK
ESPNU, the 24-hour
College Sports network!

3 Channels of Lifetime!

The Pinellas County School Board meeting
will be on Tuesday, Dec. 12, at 5 pjn. in the
Conference Hall of the Administration

,

All on

one low

monthly

bill...

Combine your services and save!

building, 301 Fourth St. SW, Largo.
Citizens may speak about any item on the

Call your local representative to hook up with Knology!

(727) 329-9156

agenda not involving a hearing on employee
discipline by registering before the item

is

at the end of the meeting.

PALLADIUM THEATER

Box Office 727.822.3590 www.mypalladium.org

introduced. Presentations from the audience
regarding items not on the agenda may be made

H,,

MEDIA SPONSOR

You’ll

love

the difference we can make.

253 Fifth Avenue North St. Petersburg, FL 33701
2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mark® Marianne Mahaffey;. ,
Progress Energy, RBC Dain Rausther, Sembler Company, Synovus Bank, Tech Bata

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd Street North
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STATE NEWS
Steps to Take To Have A Criminal
Former Guards, Nurse at Juvenile
History Record Sealed Or Expunged
Boot Camp Face Charges
By MELISSA NELSON

will be tried together All face up to
Associated Press Writer
30 years in prison if convicted of
the first-degree felony.
PENSACOLA - The death of a
Schmidt’s attorney, Jim Appleman,
teen who was roughed up by told The News Herald of Panama
guards at a juvenile boot camp has City that his client was not able to
prompted a shake-up in Florida’s turn herself in until about 11 p.m.
criminal justice system, the Tuesday because she was fulfilling
resignation of its top law obligations to a Hospice patient.
enforcement officer, and now
The death prompted the state to
charges against seven former dismantle its military-style detention
guards and a nurse.
system for young offenders, sparked
In the past 11 months, news protests at the state Capitol arid
stations have repeatedly aired a prompted the resignation of Florida
surveillance video showing the Department of Law Enforcement
guards beating and kicking 14- chief Guy Tunnell, who started Bay
year-old Martin Lee Anderson County’s boot camp when he was
during a 30-minute altercation at sheriff there.
the Bay County sheriff’s camp in
Gov. Jeb Bush signed a bill in
Panama City on January 5. The nurse May to replace Florida’s boot
is seen doing nothing to stop the scene. camps with programs that offer job
Guards said Anderson was training and counseling and
uncooperative and had refused to prohibit physical discipline.
participate during group exercises.
Dr. Vemard Adams, the medical
The teen collapsed in the camp’s examiner for Hillsborough County,
exercise yard and died at a hospital ruled that the guards’ hands blocked
the next day.
the boy’s mouth, and the “forced
The nurse, Kristin Anne inhalation of ammonia fumes”
Schmidt, was expected to have a caused his vocal cords to spasm.
bond hearing Wednesday. She and
The guards had said in an
seven former guards were charged incident report that they used
with aggravated manslaughter ammonia capsules five times to
Tuesday.
gain cooperation from the boy who
“Today is a good day for me. was in custody for a probation
I’m finally getting justice for my violation for trespassing at a school.
baby,” said Gina Jones, Anderson’s
The guards charged are Charles
mother.
Helms Jr., 50, Henry Dickens, 50,
The seven guards have bonded Charles Enfinger, 33, Patrick
out of jail on $25,000 bail. An Garrett, 30, Raymond Hauck, 48,
arraignment was scheduled for Henry McFadden Jr., 33, and
mid-January and the defendants Joseph Walsh II, 35.

“To a degree, it is a relief to
have the charge filed because that
other shoe has finally dropped,”
said attorney Waylon Graham, who
represents Helms Jr. “This wasn’t a
surprise to anybody. Now we can
go forward.”
Jonathan Dingus, who represents
McFadden, said he and his client
were ready to begin their defense.
Garrett said through his lawyer,
Bob Sombathy, that, he was
disappointed that charges were
filed. “He’s relieved that the facts in
his case will finally come out,”
Sombathy said.
Bob Pell, an attorney who
represents Walsh, said he learned of
the decision to charge his client
from The Associated Press. “I didn’t
anticipate it. I was hoping cooler
heads would prevail,” he said.
An initial autopsy found
Anderson
died
of
natural
complications df sickle cell trait, a
usually benign blood disorder. But
after an uproar and cries of a cover
ups a second autopsy was
conducted by another medical
examiner, and it concluded
Anderson suffocated because of the
actions of the guards.
Still pending is the family’s
wrongful death lawsuit against the
state Department of Juvenile
Justice, which oversaw the boot
camp system, the Bay County
Sheriff’s Office and the seven
guards. They are seeking more than
$40 million in damages.
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By: K. CHANDLER
Westside Gazette
A charge that was dismissed
before trial may be expunged
immediately provided all charges
related to the arrest were so
disposed of, and the record is
otherwise eligible.

The Florida Legislature has
determined that Florida criminal
history records are public unless the
record is sealed or expunged. A
criminal history record is created
when a person is arrested and
fingerprinted, and includes the
disposition of that arrest, whether it
is a conviction, acquittal, dismissal
of charges before trial, or other
disposition^
When a criminal record is sealed,
the public will.not have access to it.
When a record has been expunged,
those entities which would have
access to a sealed record will be
informed that the subject of the
record has had a record expunged,
and they would not have access to
the record itself without a court
order. A record that is initially
ineligible for expunction may
become eligible after it has been
sealed for 10 years. A charge that
was dismissed before trial (e.g. no
inforriiation, nolle prosequei, no bill,
etc.) may be expunged immediately
provided all changes related to the
arrest were so disposed of, and the
record is otherwise eligible.
However, a person may not seal or
expunge one arrest record arid then,
later in a different proceeding, ask'
to have a different arrest record
sealed or expunged.
Florida Statutes s.943.0585 and
s.943.059 set forth the criteria that
must be met in order to be eligible
to have a criminal history record
sealed or expunged. In order to
have a criminal history record
sealed or expunged within the State

of Florida, an individual must first
make application to the FDLE for a
Certificate of Eligibility. The FDLE
provides
applications
for
Certification of Eligibility. These
application packages may be
obtained from the Clerk of Courts
in all 67 counties throughout the
State of Florida. If you reside
outside the State of Florida you
may request that an application
package be mailed to you.
Steps to take to proceed with
sealing of a record or expunction:

In order to obtain a Certificate
of Eligibility to petition the court to
seal or expunge a criminal history
record, the following requirements
must be met:
A. Section A of the application
must be completed and signed in
the presence of a notary public.
(SSN is optional.)
B. The applicant must be
fingerprinted by authorized law
enforcement personnel or a criminal
justice agency. The fingerprint card
must include the applicant’s name,
race, sex, date of birth, social
security number, and signature,
prior to submission to FDLE.
C. The applicant must provide a
certified disposition of the case that
he/she is applying to have sealed or
expunged.
D. A NONREFUNDABLE
mdney order or cashier’s check for
$75 made payable to the FDLE
must be included.
E. If you are requesting an
expunction of a criminal history
record, the State Attorney or
Statewide Prosecutor with jurisdiction
over your case must complete
Section B of the application. (If not
completed, the application will be
processed as requesting a sealing of
your criminal history record.)
*Special Note: All of the items
listed above are required at the time
that the application is submitted. If

an item is missing or the application
or fingerprint card is not completed,
the application will be returned
unprocessed.
Once FDLE has issued the
Certificate of Eligibility to seal or
expunge a criminal History record,
the next step is to file a petition for
relief, along with the Certificate of
Eligibility and the required affidavit,
in the court in the county of the
arrest. The issuance of the Certificate
of Eligibility is not the final step in
the sealing/expunction process, nor
does it guarantee that a criminal
history record will be sealed or
expunged. The final decision to
seal/expunge your Criminal history
is at the discretion of the court.
The types of crimes that do not
qualify for sealing or expunction

The types of crimes that cannot
be sealed or expunged include:
Sexual misconduct relating to
luring or enticing a child; procuring
a person under age 18 for
prostitution; lewd or lascivious
offenses committed against persons
below 16 years of age; voyeurism;
lewd of lascivious offenses
committed against the elderly or
disabled; sexual performance by a
child; prohibition of certain acts in
connection with obscenity relative
to a minor; computer pornography;
selling or buying minors; sexual
offenders requested to register
with the Department, or anyone
categorized under the Sexual
Predator’s Act; Florida
Communication Fraud (schemes
to defraud through the use of
communications and technology
i.e. Internet fraud, phone scams etc.);
trafficking; mandatory sentences,
suspension or reduction of sentences;
conspiracy to engage in trafficking
in marijuana, cocaine, oxycodone,'
methamphetamines, morphine,
opium etc.; as well as anyone who
is in pre-trial detention or release.
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Miami Dade NAACP Has Passed A
Resolution Supporting Alcee Hastings

Congressman Alcee Hastings

Westside Gazette

The Miami Dade NAACP has
passed a resolution supporting
Congressman Alcee Hastings who
is in line to be the Chair of the
House Intelligence Committee on
which he has served for seven years.
However, reactionary forces on all
sides, left and right, are fighting his
selection using the basis of his

impeachment as a judge. Yet
senators such as conservative
Republican Orin Hatch, moderate
Republican and current Chair of the
Senate Judiciary Committee Arlen
Specter, and liberal Democrat
Senator Jeff Bingaman all voted in
1989 against his removal from his
judgeship. This is not an issue of
ideology but one of fairness.
The N^iami-Dade NAACP has
followed Congressman Hastings’
illustrious career since his days as a
young lawyer fighting for civil
rights and low-income individuals.
President Carter named him a federal
judge. He was accused and acquitted
of bribery charges, but his foes carried
their vendetta to Congress arid he
was impeached but not forbidden
from further public office. He has
been an outstanding congressman
and without a doubt is the most
experienced, knowledgeable and

capable candidate for the Chair of
the House Intelligence Committee.
Having reviewed the issues
surrounding his impeachment, we
believe his responses that were in
question were exactly what any sane
civil rights worker who had lived
through the FBI’s efforts to
persecute the civil rights movement
would have done. The new Speaker
of the House, Nancy Pelosi, will
make the final decision. The
Miami-Dade NAACP has passed a
resolution in support of Congressman
Hastings. In the interest of fairness
we urge persons to contact
incoming Speaker Pelosi and urge
her to name Rep Hastings to that
post. Her e-mail address is
AmericanVoices @mail .house .gov,
her phone number is (202) 225-4965
and her address is 2371 Rayburn
House Office Building, Washington,
D.C;'2O515.
.

Busch Gardens In Tampa
Hikes Ticket Prices
TAMPA - Busch Gardens has
raised its daily ticket prices by $4,
though the price of annual passes
and parking at the theme park will
remain the same.
The new daily admission at
Busch Gardens in Tampa is $61.95
plus tax for adults and $51.95 plus
tax for children ages 3 to 9.
Busch Entertainment Corp, also
raised SeaWorld Orlando ticket"

prices by $3 to offset expenses from
three new rides and a new Shamu
show. A standard one-day adult
ticket now costs $64.95 and a frontgate ticket for 3 to 9-year-olds is
also up $4 to $53.95.
The company will continue its
Fun Card program, which allows
Florida residents , to visit the two
parks for an unlimited number of
times per year for the price of a

one-day ticket. Visitors who are
National Guard members or on
active duty or ready reserve, and
present a military ID card, will
continue to receive free admission.
Central Florida’^ two other
major theme parks, Walt Disney
World and Universal Orlando, both
raised their one-day ticket price to
$67 in August .
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Mourners Bid Tearful Farewell
To Victim Of Police Shooting

Rev. Al Sharpton

By: NAHALTOOSI
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - Hundreds
of tearful mourners paid their last
respects Friday to the man killed on
his wedding day by a barrage of 50
police bullets at a ceremony held in
the same church where he was to be
married to his high school
sweetheart just one week earlier.
The funeral occurred in a
Queens neighborhood seething
\yith anger over what they view as
rampant mistreatment of black
residents by police. The victim, 23year-old Sean Bell, and his two
companions were unarmed.
“They took his life, but we
can’t let them take his legacy,” the
Rev. Al Sharpton said, repeatedly
greeted with cheers and “Amens”
from the overflow crowd. “We
must give Sean a legacy. A legacy
of justice, a legacy of fairness. We
don’t hate cops, we don’t hate race,
we hate wrong.”
The Rev. Lester Williams had
been preparing to lead Bell and his
fiancee through their vows last
week, but instead was forced to
delivery the eulogy. He stressed the
importance of forgiveness and
urged the congregation to remain
calm despite the outrage over the
Bell shooting.

“I am angry as hell, but our
anger must not cause us to sin,” he
said. “Ask not for whom the bell
tolls. The bell tolls for Sean. The
bells are ringing outrage,” he added.
Rain started pouring as the
casket was taken from the church at
the end of the ceremony.
Supporters outside yelled messages
of support for the family and
friends of the slain groom.
At Bell’s wake earlier Friday,
hundreds of mourners filed past the
open casket - flanked by an
assortment of floral arrangements,
including one re-creating the one
time high school baseball star’s
jersey. The white flowers of the
shirt were mixed with black ones
with his name and his number, 33.
An engraving inside the casket
lid showed a pair of crossed
baseball bats and the inscription,
“We love you. Nicole, Jada, Jordyn
and family” - a reference to his
fiancee and their two children.
Mourners seated in the pews at
the Community Church of Christ
cried as a steady stream of guests
walked up to the casket and paid
their respects.
“It’s sad for a young brother
like that,** said Joseph Barry, 20, of
Brooklyn, who was among the
early arrivals. “It’s ridiculous. ...
Justice needs to be done, and

justice also needs to be served.”
Barry attended junior high
school with Bell, and remembered
his outgoing personality. But
others, like 48-year-old Dexter
Grant, came despite no relationship
with the slain man or his family.
“Too bad he had to end up that
way due to the hands of the police,”
said Grant, who came out to the
funeral from the Bronx.
Several people outside the
Baptist church held up signs
reading “Justice for Sean Bell.”
Blue police barricades stretched for
about two blocks in anticipation of
a large crowd. Hundreds of mourners,
some of them in tears, stood outside
the church on a rainy, gloomy day
and listened to the funeral, played
on loudspeakers outside. Some of
the mourners showed up wearing Tshirts depicting Bell’s picture.
The baseball allusions reflected
Bell’s dream of becoming a
professional baseball player after a
promising high school career. He
gave up those hopes after having
two children with Nicole Paultre,
his high school sweetheart.
Prior to the wake, the relatives
of two survivors from the weekend
shooting called for a night of
nonviolence during the services.
“Please, let’s respect this day,
and don’t cause any problems,”
said Denise Ford, the mother of
shooting victim, Trent Benefield.
“We don’t need any more trouble.”
Ford was joined by Yolanda
Guzman, whose brother Joseph was
also injured, and U.S. Rep. Gregory
Meeks. They held a brief news
conference in the rain outside Mary
Immaculate
Hospital
where
Benefield and Guzman were
recovering. Ford, in response to the
only question asked, said her son
was inside in stable condition but
“in a lot of pain.”
Guzman echoed Ford’s call for
calm. “I don’t want any violence,”
she said. “It’s not worth it.’’
Bell was killed and his two
friends wounded after a bachelor
party early Saturday at a Queens
strip club. It is still not clear what
prompted officers to open fire on
Bell’s vehicle, but police apparently
feared one man in the group was
about to get a gun.
The victims were all black; the
five officers were black, Hispanic
and white.

I

More Children Left Behind:
Achievement Gap between White
and Black Students Seems to be
Widening Even as Scores Rise
By: MARC H. MORIAL
President and CEO
National Urban League

Back in 2002, President George
W. Bush with much pomp and
circumstance enacted the ambitious
and controversial No Child Left
Behind education law, which
established a series of standards
that schools and states must meet or
face severe penalties.
Its ultimate goal was to narrow
the educational divide between
African-American
and
white
students by 2014, a noble idea but
not necessarily one that the nation
is having an easy time of achieving.
Like a lot of political ideas with
lofty expectations, the rhetoric
doesn’t always translate into
effective laws, and there is rarely
complete consensus on success
rates. Many times, it depends on
how the statistics are spun.
“There are good results of No
Child Left Behind across the
nation,” declared President Bush as
a North Carolina school last month,
giving assurances that “the gap is
closing,” the New York Times
reported. At the other side of the
spectrum, Michael T. Nettles, a
senior vice president at the
Educational
Testing
Service,
recently informed an audience at
Columbia University that the divide
is actually “showing very few signs
of closing,” according to the Times
story.
Even Chester E. Finn Jr.,
president of the Thomas B.
Fordham Foundation, a group that
advocated for No Child Left
Behind, concluded that “poor and
minority students are doing very
poorly, and in most states are not
making significant gains,” the
Times reported.
This by no means implies that
black children have not made
progress. They have - but
incrementally, according to the
latest National Assessment of
Educational Progress - otherwise
known as the Nation’s Report Card
that gauges student achievement.

Just not enough to keep pace with
their white counterparts, who are
hardly breaking
achievement
records by any stretch of the
imagination. The difference in
percentage of white and AfricanAmerican students performing at an
adequate level in both reading and
math appears to be expanding not
closing - despite efforts to the
contrary at the local, state and
federal levels over the past 15
years.
From 1992 to 2005, the
percentage of African-American
fourth-graders who read at or above
proficiency grew from 8 to 12
percent, according to the report
card. Over the same period, the
percentage of white students
reading at the same level increased
from 35 percent to 41 percent. Yet,
as average achievement test scores
improved, the chasm between adept
white and black readers widened by
1 percentage point - from 27 to 28
over the 1992-2005 period.
Where black children have
shown strong progress is on the
mathematics front, an encouraging
trend given the importance of
technology in our nation’s current
and future economy. From 1990 to
2005, the percentage of AfricanAmerican fourth graders scoring at
or above proficiency soared more
than thirteen-fold from 1 percent to
13 percent. But, once again, the gap
between white and black fourthgraders with adequate math skills
grew by four percentage points from 20 to 24 percentage points.
This is not to say that President
Bush is completely wrong in his
assessment. It’s all in the way the
statistics are interpreted. He is
correct to some extent. From 2002
to 2003, the difference in
percentage of white and black
fourth-graders with sufficient
reading skills actually did narrow
but only after increasing the year
before.
No Child Left Behind has
helped us quantify the achievement
gaps based on .race - an important
step. Regardless, the numbers are

pretty gloomy even in the most
optimistic light. Overall, more than
60 percent of U.S. fourth- and
eighth-graders in , 2005 failed to
perform at their grade level in
reading and math.
That’s an embarrassment to say
the least for the world’s richest
nation and bodes ominously for our
future. How on earth can we expect
our future work force to compete ifi
a
global
economy
against
competitors with better-educated
children?
. A recent New York Times
Magazine story stopped just short
of saying that No Child Left Behind
is doomed to failure but suggested
that if it did, we would only have
ourselves to blame. “We know now,
in a way, that we did not when the
law was passed, what it would take
to make it work. And if the law
does, in the end; fail - if in 2014
only 20 or 30 or 40 percent of the
country’s poor and minority
students are proficient, then we will
need to accept that its failure was
not an accident and was not
inevitable, but was the outcome we
chose,” concluded editor Paul
Tough in the article.
Much like civil rights activists
in the 1960s, we must seize control
of our children’s destiny. We cannot
sit back and just expect our elected
leaders to find a quick fix for a
problem that took decades to
develop. Just imagine if civil rights
crusaders of the 1950s and 1960s
had waited around for Uncle Sam
to help ensure everyone’s right to
vote. Minorities in some parts of
the South would probably still be
taking literacy tests.
It is partially our responsibility
as parents and members of the
community to ensure that future
generations acquire the skills
needed to thrive in a dynamic and
competitive world economy. We
must hold the powers-that-be
accountable for their obligation to
provide a good public education to
all - regardless of color, religion or
economic class.

Angela Bassett and Courtney B. Vance Share a Real-Life Romance
NEW YORK, NY - Kimani Press
marks the New Year with the launch of
their very first nonfiction romance,
Friends: A Love Story. This book
spotlights the compelling real-life love
story of a Hollywood power couple,
Angela Bassett and Courtney B. Vance.
Co-written with Hilary Beard, this
inspirational story of love captivates
readers with Angela’s and Courtney’s
separate recollections. From humble
beginnings to past relationships and on to
busy careers, their paths on the road to
stardom cross and ultimately meet to form
their loving family. Friends: A Love Story
includes personal photos that chronicle
their experiences, along with exclusive
family photos of their young twins. This
compelling memoir offers a rare peek into
their lives, which have previously been
private, and offers the reader valuable
lessons for relationships and life.

Angela Bassett is a critically
acclaimed actress on television, stage and
film who won a Golden Globe Award and
an Academy Award nomination for
What’s Love Got To Do With It.
Courtney B. Vance is a dramatic actor
nominated for two Tony Awards and a
recent costar on NBC’s Law & Order:
Criminal Intent with film credits that
include Space Cowboys and The
Preacher’s Wife. Angela and Courtney
spent fourteen years brushing up against
each other, experiencing the internal and
external obstacles that often keep lovers
apart. Together they share the candid
experiences that led to a lifelong
commitment between two friends who’ve
known each other since their college days
in the late 1980s at the prestigious Yale
School of Drama. It was a dream come
true for these two high-profile celebrities
when they finally found love and

happiness nearly twenty years later in
each other’s arms. Angela and Courtney’s
friendship-tumed-touching-love-story is a
tale worth sharing with the world.
Friends: A Love Story openly reveals
the serendipitous events that occur when
lovers are destined to unite. In these
pages, Angela and Courtney describe how
two individuals gravitated toward each
other in a society where men and women
are assumed to inhabit different mental
and emotional planets and, especially, in
an industry that is notorious for its
detrimental
impact
oh
romantic
relationships. Friends: A Love Story
invites readers to get up close and
personal for the first time with this
intriguing couple to see how this husbandand-wife team built a strong foundation of
love that guided them through the ups and
downs of stardom as they triumphed
against the odds.

Told in alternating he said, she said
chapters, the book takes a realistic but
entertaining look at how friends can live
parallel love lives and experience the
typical male-female misunderstandings
on their way to discovering and falling in
love with each other. Altogether engaging,
conversational, humorous and warjn,
Friends: A Love Story is also sprinkled
with serious introspection. The final
chapter combines the famous couple’s
voices as they share lessons for receiving
and maintaining love.
Kimani Press is an imprint of
Harlequin Enterprises Limited, one of the
world’s leading publishers of women’s
fiction. Friends: A Love Story is the first
nonfiction romance ever to be published
by Harlequin.
Friends: A Love Story will be
published in January 2007 in hardcover
format.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor are encouraged. Letters should be addressed: Letters to the Editor, Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr. M L. King St. S., St. Petersburg, FL, 33705 or
E-mailed to: WCeditor@Tampabay.rr.com. Letters must be brief and include writer’s name, address and phone number. Writer’s name will be published with the letter.
We maintain the right to reject or edit any letters submitted.
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OBITUARIES
FINAL. RITES

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignify...
Anchored In Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages .
personalized to your family needs.
“Upholding a tradition of service from ourfamily to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

M=894-2266
/SLJPetersburg»®I»
Fax 821-8728
153418th Avenue
33705

“It’s all taken care of’
These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken Care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
MeRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Andrew
Flournoy

Areather Mae
Varner Green

Deacon Emanuel
Kelsey

Nathaniel
Maxwell

Bom on March 28,
1943 in Boston, MA to
the late Angelo Rocco and
Olga Catalano, Priscilla
Kay Catalano departed
this life on November 22,
2006.
She leaves behind; to
cherish her memory her
daughter, Priscilla Ann
Williams (Eugene); two
brothers, Douglas Franklin
Catalano (Caron) and Paul
David Catalano (Gail), all
of St. Petersburg; three
grandchildren, Alanna
Marie Searcy of Miami,
FL, Jordan* Eugene
Williams and Paris Olivia
Williams, both of St.
Petersburg; god-daughters,
Darlene Jackson and
Lori Potts (Greg) of St,
Petersburg, Sonya Davis
(Stan) of Largo, FL and
Cheryl King (Robert) of
Cape Coral, FL; and a
host of other sorrowing
relatives and friends.

Bom on February 15,
1925 in Waynesboro, GAto
the late William Coleman
and Annie Mae Flournoy,
Andrew Flournoy departed
this life on November 26,
2006.’
Survivors include his
wife of 60 years, Marie
Norfolk Flournoy; four
daughters, Deborah Kitchen
(Elijah), Claudette Lewis,
Andre Jones (Johnnie), and
Janice Flournoy (Michael);
five sons,AndrewFlourney,
Jr., * Vincent Flournoy
(Triffany), David FloumOy,
Nathaniel Flournoy, and
Terry Flournoy (Chaug) of
Chester, VA; two brothers,
William Flournoy of
Delray, GA and M. Flournoy
of Waynesboro, GA; one
sister, Arrie Mae Holmes
of St. Petersburg; twenty
grandchildren; thirteen great
grandchildren; twelve
great great-grandchildren;
and a host of sorrowing
nieces, nephews, other
relatives and friends.

Bom on November 21,
1953 in St. Petersburg to
Grant Varner and the late
Ella Mae Varner, Areather
Mae Varner Green passed
away on November 26,
2006.
She leaves behind to
cherish her memory her
two sons, Lorenza S.
Jackson, Jr. of St. Petersburg
and Taff H. Green, Jr. (Val)
from Tallahassee, FL; her
father, Grant “Mickey”
Varner of St. Petersburg;
three sisters, Cereather
Monroe (Ron) of Winston
Salem, NC, Kemell Oliver,
and Karen Hughes (Terell)
of St. Petersburg;. three
aunts, Rutha Mae Sanders,
Rosena Ashwood and
Viola Varner; one uncle,
Dave Varner; nine
grandchildren; and a host
of loving cousins, nieces)
nephews, other relatives
and friends.

Bom on January 22,
1927 in Jacksonville, FL to
the late Charlie and Minnie
Bell Kelsey, Emanuel
Kelsey passed away on
November 22, 2006.
Those left to cherish
his memory 'include his
wife of 17 years, Eloise L.
Kelsey of St. Petersburg;
his sons, Gary Kelsey;
Glenn Kelsey, Emanuel
“Shawn” Kelsey, Jr., and
Charlie Mack, II; his
daughters, Bobbie Lois
Seward, Charlene Mack,
and Charese Mack
McNair; grandchildren,
Lakisha Kelsey, Patrice
Kelsey, Shaun Kelsey,
Taurus Kelsey, Jordan
Mack-McNair, Derrick
Seward, Larry Seward,
Devin Stevens, and
Marcus Whitter; thirteen
great-grandchildren; and
a host of loving nieces,
nephews, cousins, in
laws, other relatives and
friends.

Bom on February 21,
1940 in Lake City, FL,
Nathaniel Maxwell departed
this life on November 22,
2006,
Those left to cherish
his memory include his
wife, Gertrude Maxwell
of St. Petersburg; five
sons, Napoleon Maxwell
(Tashaun), Rickey Maxwell
(Nanci), Darrell Maxwell
(Shandra), Harrell Maxwell
(Shante), and Marlon
Weston, all of St. Petersburg;
three daughters, Sonya
Maxwell (Marcus) of
Brandon, FL, Natalie
Maxwell and Cheryl
Flounary (Earl) all of St.
Petersburg; four sisters,
Dorothy Williams, Helen
Alston, Mary Washington,
and Teresa Maxwell, all
of Lake City, FL; three
sisters-in-law; twenty-one
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren; and a host
of nieces, nephews, cousins,
and other loving relatives
and friends.

- Creal Funeral Home

$890
Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

11801-U.S. 19 N.
Cleanvater, FL

727-572-4355
The Weekly Challenger
Obituary Section Guidelines:
and

Photos are printed in black and white only
Deadline for submission is

Independent Mary Kay
Beauty Consultant

Smith Funeral Home

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

J^n

- Smith Funeral Home

“ -Creal Funeral Home

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

(727) 895-6005

- McRae Funeral Home

Burial Spaces

So that your funeral is fully funded and Won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

McRae Funeral Home

Ms. Priscilla Kay
Catalano

4 p.m. Monday

Obituaries can be delivered or e-mailed to:
wceditor@tampabay.rr.com

Thomas H.
Merriewether, Sr.

Frank Lee
Peterson

Bettie J.
Pulliam

Linder
Williams

Bom on October 8,
1920 in Wayside, GA to
the late Alonzo and Maggie
Merriewether, Thomas H.
Merriewether, Sr. departed
this life on November 25,
2006.
He leaves to cherish
his memory, a son, Thomas
Merriewether, Jr. from
Largo, FL; a daughter,
Tujuana Merriewether
from Jersey City, NJ; a
grand-daughter, Jessica
Merriewether from Detroit,
MI; a special niece,
Patricia Cromer; and a
host of other sorrowing
relatives and friends.

Bom in St. Petersburg,
Frank Lee Peterson
departed this life on
November 29, 2006.
He leaves behind to
cherish his memory, his
two sons, Gary Peterson
and Frank Peterson, Jr.
of St. Petersburg; a
daughter, Carol Peterson
of St. Petersburg; fifteen
grandchildren; thirty-five
great-grandchildren; six
great great-grandchildren;
and a host of other
loving relatives and
friends.

Bom on January 18,
1940 in Williston, FL to
Ellis Henry and the late
Elizabeth Henry, Bettie J.
Pulliam passed away on
November 26, 2006.
She leaves behind, one
son, Juan L. Pulliam of St.
Petersburg; one daughter,
Cerita J. Pulliam of
Atlanta, GA; her father and
stepmother, Ellis Henry
and Evelyn Henry; eleven
grandchildren, Tya Pulliam,
La’Tiua Pulliam; India
Pulliam, Sha’Juan Pulliam,
La’Juan Pulliam, Kempton
Pulliam, Lil Tya Pulliam,
Juan Pulliam, Jr., Demetrius
Pulliam, McKaylia Pulliam,
and Kadesia Pulliam; three
great grandchildren; and a
host of loving relatives and
friends.

Bom on December
25,1915 in Lake City, FL,
Linder Williams passed
away on November 28,
2006.
Preceding her in
death are her husband
James W. Williams and
two children, Andrew
McDougal and Barbara
Ellison. She is survived
by her two sons, James
Williams (Valerie) and
Sylvester Williams; two
daughters, Pearl McDougal
and Willie Mae Banks;
devoted niece, Agnes
Howard; and a host of
sorrowing grandchildren,
great-grandchildren,
nieces, nephews and
friends.

- McRae Funeral Home

- Morning Glory Funeral
Chapel

MORNING GLORY FUNERAL
CHAPEL OF ST. PETERSBURG
Dorothy Jamison

MEMORIAL SERVICE
Saturday, December 9,2006
2:00 PM

Free Caskets
for
Veterans
and Families

I454 16* Street South

Affordable and Compassionate
24 hour service

- Creal Funeral Home

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

Kingdom Hall
of Jehovah Witness

- McRae Funeral Home

Lisa M. Speights
, LFD and Owner

S&wittq- tfe crMtmeatttty nietce 7950
State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

St, Petersburg, FL

,3301 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg

(727) 323-8132

Financing Availabfe

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Robert Creal, Sr., LFD
James Caldwelk LFD
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
ST. MARK M.B. CHURCH
Night in White
This Sunday, the St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church,
under the leadership of its pastor the Reverend Brian
Kenneth Brown, extends to the community at large, an
invitation to join our winter evening “Night in White”
worship services on Sunday evening, December 10,
2006 at 4:00 p.m. The theme for this year is “Accepting
God’s Mission to Serve with Hwnility,” Acts 20:1924. The color white is our color theme and dress for the
evening. The guest speaker is a dynamic speaker in the
person of Sister Barbara Wright, State President of the
Senior Women’s Ministry, P.M. &.E Baptist State
Convention of Florida.
December Calendar

Dec. 9

Women’s Bible Study. Come join us for
the final Bible Study of this year starting
at 9:00 am. A full fellowship breakfast is
planned and the last two lessons of “The
Joy of Obedience” will be completed.

Dec. 23

Christmas with the Community:

, St Mark M.B. Church would like to share
Christmas with all our friends and
families in the Child’s Park neighborhood.
We invite our neighbors to come out and
experience the joys of Christmas with us
. from 10:00 am. to 2:00 pm.

,

Dec. 27-30

Congress # 2 Convenes

PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
COGIC

BETHEL METROPOLITAN
BAPTIST CHURCH

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Pastor William El Anderson and the members of
Pentecostal Temple are always glad to welcome guests
and visitors. The congregation is greatly blessed as the
praise and worship sets the stage for the Presence of
God and promotes an atmosphere of expectation for
the ministry of the Word of God.
The second Sunday services will begin with Morning
Glory Prayer at 9:00 a.m. followed by Sunday School
at 9:30 a.m. Dynamic teachers present the Word of
God with insight, clarity and excitement. The Youth
Department will be in charge of the second Sunday
Morning Worship service beginning at 11:00 a.m. The
inspirational dance presentation by the P. T. Angels of
Life and P. T. Mime Boyz combined will be an added
highlight. Pastor Anderson will administer the spoken
Word. The Evangelism Department wijj bring closure
to the day with the Evening Worship at 7:00 p.m. We
also welcome you to join us for our mid-week family
night Bible study on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
Feel free to join us and be richly blessed in the
Presence of the Lord. You will find our regularly
scheduled listing of services in the Church Directory
section of this newspaper.

Bethei Metropolitan Baptist Church extends an
invitation to “Share the Gospel Fix in 2006.” We
communicate God’s Word at 8:00 and 11:00 am. services
on Sunday; Sunday School at 9:30 a.m.; and Bible Study
and Teen Summit on Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m.
We also encourage the community to make use of our
Hour of Prayer, Monday-Saturday at 12:00 noon.
Our Christmas Outreach is again the Angel tree
Program. This isa Prison Ministry Program designed to
bring joy to children of incarcerated parents. The gifts
are to be wrapped and returned by December 10th.
The Youth Ministry is also adopting four families.
These are persons who fall out of the realm of other
assistance programs, A special offering was taken on
November 26th and December 3rd for this effort.
Mission Society Ministry under the leadership of
Moral Bold will be hosting a workshop on Saturday
December 30, 2006 from 10:00 a.m. -12:00 noon and
invites the community to join them. The facilitator will
be Theresa Pickett of Miami, FL.
The Nurses Guild Ministry monthly Wellness
Clinic is scheduled for Sunday, December 10th after
the 8:00 and 11:00 a.m. services. Blood pressure and
diabetic checks will be available.

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

FRIENDSHIP M.B.
CHURCH
“Let your light so shine before men that they may see
your good works and glorify Your Father which is
heaven.”

Upcoming Events
Church Family Meeting
Friday, December 15,2006 at 7:00 p.m.
Christmas Program
Sunday, December 24,2006 at 9:30 aan.

Matt 5:16

The New Hope family invites you to worship with
us on Sunday morning. Our morning begins at 7:45 a.m.
with Early Morning Service. Sunday School begins at
9:00 a.m. with classes available for the entire family.
Bring the family and join us as we learn more about
our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
Worship continues at 10:30 a.m. with the New
Hope Male Chorus leading the congregation in praise.
The Music team consists of Michael McKenny,
Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey Givens.
The Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed
Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted
to have you worship with us!
New Hope will worship with New Mt. Olive
Primitive Baptist Church, Elder Joseph Sykes, Pastor,
on Sunday afternoon at 4:00 pan. We are looking
forward to the Worship and the Fellowship with this
wonderful congregation.
MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.
(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

Bible Study will be held on Wednesday evening at
7:00 p.m. We are presently studying the book of Romans.
Join us in learning more about becoming better Christians.
Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at
11:00 a.m. Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous
availeth much. Come let’s praise God together.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS -DECEMBER 2006

St. Mark offers...
Sunday School is held for children and adults of

all ages and begins each Sunday morning at 9:30 am.
All are invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00
and. the general public are invited to
come out and study the Bible with us and learn “What
Baptists Believe.”
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Free tutoring is
available for all school age children (during the
school year) each Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
from 4:15 pm. to 6:00 p,m. at St. Mark under the
direction of Sis. Rhonda Jackson. Volunteers are both
needed and welcomed.
St. Mark Technology Lab: During the month of
December the Computer Lab will be open Tuesday
evenings from 6:30 pm. to 8:30 pm. for our church
family members and the entire community.
Weekly Worship Services:

Early morning worship
(First Sunday Only)
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Baptist Training Union

7:00 am.
9:30 a.m.
10:45 am.
5:00 pm.

NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Second Sunday in Advent
The lighting of the “hope” candle will herald
second Sunday of Advent season. Anticipating
Christ’s coming through serious introspection and
soul-searching will be the church family’s approach to
this joyful and holy season. The Advent Wreath and
Christ candle will serve as our worship focus during
mid-morning services. The sermon proclamation for
Sunday will be offered by the Reverend Dr. Vikki T.
Gaskin-Butler.
The Women and Missionary ministries of church
will engage members of church family in a “gift
giving” project for teenage children of indigent and
homeless families. The entire church will make a
special offering to purchase Christmas items for boys
and girls. The deadline for this ministry activity is
December 20.
All members are reminded to get copies of “Daily
Bread” and “Life-Study Fellowship” literature from
any member of Christian Education ministry. Also, a
very important meeting of Trustee Ministry will be
held at the conclusion of mid-morning worship service.
Matters of vital concern related to edifice construction
will be presented for discussion.

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., God’s anointed and
appointed leader of Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, the official staff and the entire Friendship
Family located at 3300 31st. Street South, graciously
extend to all a welcome “from the heart” to join us for
worship. We enthusiastically await your presence with
joy deep down in our hearts.
As you enter the hallowed doors of the SHIP, you
will find an atmosphere of zeal induced only by the
spirit of Christ.
God has given the vision at the SHIP to Pastor John
A. Evans, Sr. Join us as we venture into a worship
experience in God’s holy place, which leads to the
victory in Ghrist Jesus. Your spirit will be uplifted by
this unique, spirit-filled worship experience.
The entire Friendship Church Family would deem
it gratifying and delightful if you would accept our
gesture of hospitality as we roll out the “blue carpet”
for your arrival.
Come join us for 7:45 a.m. early morning worship,
9:30 a.m. church school and at 10:45 a.m. for midmoming worship. Truly, all services are unique
worship experiences.
Our pastor, Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., will bring the
Word of God to His people. Our Deacons are in charge
of the devotional period; the Male Chorus of
Friendship under the direction of minister of music
Bro. John Frazier and assistant minister of music Bro.
Victor McCullough will lift up our Lord and Savior
JesuS Christ in song..
God’s doorkeepers, our second Sunday ushers, will
gladly greet you with smiling faces.
Weekly Events:
Wednesday Noonday Bible Study @ 12:00 pan.

MT. ZION A.M.E. CHURCH
Mount Up at Mt. Zion
“Rejoice in the Lord always: and again I say,
Rejoice. Philippians 4:4”

Pastor William’s message on Sunday was loud and
clear, “Christmas is Coming.” As believers we should
await the Savior’s Birth with anticipation and
excitement. Let us be mindful that Jesus is the reason
for the Season. We should start by Praying Right,
which is having the right attitude, one of adoration,
knowing that God is in charge. Then there is
Supplication, making your request known to God,
earnestly sharing our heartfelt needs in sincere truth.
Finally, there is Appreciation, which is giving thanks to
God for all his many blessings.
Pastor Glarencp A. Williams and the entire Mt.
Zion church family welcome your presence for
Worship Service this Sunday and to all Church related
activities and events during the week. Our doors are
always open and we would love to have you join us.
Services begin at 7:30 a.m., where we let go and let
God be God. The Inspirational Choir will render song
service throughout the day. Church School will
commence at 9:30 a.m. and we invite families to come
study the Word of God as we seek to grow spiritually
together. Our contemporary worship service is at 11:00
a.m. The spirit is always high as the Praise Team sets
the tone. Pastor Williams will proclaim the divine
Word of God.
Come seeking to hear a power-packed message
from God’s Messenger.

Prayer Service & Mid-week Bible Study
Begins at 7:00 pm
( “Becoming Disciples through Bible Study”) ’

Please be sure to join us this Sunday for worship
services. The doors to our hearts are always open to

Weekly ministries:

In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by Zion for
a day of ministry.s
Wednesday -

Vintage Bible Study, 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study, 6:00 p.m.
Hour of Power, 7:00 pjm.

each of you.
“He who is filled with love is filled with God

Upcoming Events:

himself.”
Dec. 16th
Please visit our website @wwwJmbctheship.org

Theater at 3:00 p.m. Come join us for
an array of talent for both young and
old.

for other church activities

The Family That

Christmas Play, Catherine Hickman

Dec. 24^

Christmas Eve Candle Light
Worship at 6:30 p.m.

Dec. 31s*

Watch Night Worship at 10:00 p.m.

Thought for the week:

2nd Annual
“Excellence in His Service Awards Banquet”
Saturday, December 16 @ 6:30 p.m.
(For further information, call the church- office)
The Christmas Service/Pageant
Sunday, December 17 @ 10:30 a.m.
“The message of the cradle proclaims
the mission of the cross.”

Let us rememBer that
the Christmas heart is
a giving heart,
a wide open heart that
thinks of others first.
The Birth of the BaBy
Jesus stands as the
most significant event
in aCC history,
Because it has meant
the pouring into a sick
w orCd of the heaCing
medicine of Cove
which has transformed
aCC manner of hearts
for aCmost two
thousand years...
Underneath aCCthe
BuCging BundCes is this
Beating Christmas
heart.

“Pray right, Think right, and Live Right.”
Be blessed, and have a Jesus filled week.

- Cjeorge Matthew
.Adams
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Daughters of Zion Fourth Annual Holiday Conference
By: CLARICE PENNINGTON
A spiritual explosion manifested
in the beautiful’poinsettia, garland,
and strobe light decorated Banquet
room at the Orange Blossom on
Fourth Street North, St. Petersburg,
Florida. This Holly day conference
was sponsored by the Daughters: of
Zion Ministry. The theme of the
conference was “Our God Reigns in
the Splendor of His Holiness”
(Psalm 146: 10.)
Anointed worship leaders Pastor
Liza Jamison and Pastor Cheryl
Garrett presided over the service.
The format for this blessed day was
a Flag and Banner processional, led
by Derrick Woodward. Also in the
procession were Reverend Gustave
Victor who escorted Mrs. Wauretta
Guilford, followed by the Founder
and leaders of the Daughters of
Zion Ministry, Apostle Clarice
Pennington, Minister Maggie Brown
and Evangelist Cora Royal, who
gave welcome, vision, prayer and
Scripture respectively.

Awesome praise and worship
was led by Pastor Jeanne Rodgers
and their dynamic Praise Team
from Faith Community Worship
Center.
A Health and Wellness
presentation was given by Bonnie
Rosendale of CASA, followed by a
revealing testimony from Minister
Gloria Larson, a survivor.
A Tahitian Noni Juice birds-eye
view was given by Leslie and
Sandra Hopkins, distributors and
Will Adams from Atlanta, Georgia.
Apostle Brenda Cataen from
Covenant Community Fellowship
Church spoke on “The Splendor of
His Holiness.” All attendees could
sense the presence of Christ’s
holiness as she delivered this holy
message. The blowing of the Shofar
by Pastor Esther Berry lifted our
spirits beyond spiritual measure.
Katrina Butler from Jacksonville,
Florida left everyone in awe as she
praised the Lord in Dance, twirling
Baton Banners. “We Shall Behold
Him,” sung by Minister Alicia

Moore from All Nations had t Catean;
Evangelist
Angeline
everyone on their feet and hands • Johnson; Pastors Liza Jamison and
were lifted up as they praised and Cheryl Garrett; Apostle Clarice
glorified the Lord. Leslie Hopkins Pennington; Minister Maggie
blessed the food, a sumptuous full Brown; Evangelist Cora Royal;
course Buffet of entrees, vegetables, Pastor Jeanne Rodgers; Dr. Ada
salads and desserts. During the Davis and others. The anointing of
luncheon Christmas CD’s and other the Holy Spirit and His presence
gifts were passed out. Jasimin was so powerful, people were set
.Turner gave a spiritual rendition of free, healed and delivered and
“Our God Reigns,” which served as escalated to another spiritual
a precursor for her mother, Apostle dimension. Reverend Kenneth
Sheila Griffin, th? Key Note Speaker Latimer prayed over the bags and
for the conference to proclaim boxes of blankets and toys this
God’s Holy Word. Her proclamations ministry will distribute to the
took the conference attendees to homeless for Christmas. Minister
another dimension. Apostle Griffin Shirley Thornton closed the
proclaimed, ‘‘God reigns in continuous conference, continuing to fill our
succession, and the time is now to cups until they were running over
preach the Kingdom, for the as she sang “Tq God Be the Glory.”
Kingdom has already been given to
The Purpose of this Ministry is
us. We are God’s Sons.”
to usher in the presence of the Lord
An Altar Call was extended and for the Christmas Season, in
ministry to the body was done by spiritual fellowship with others to
Apostle Ayana. Augustine" from provide a foundation that Jesus
Tampa, Florida; Reverend Gustave Christ, our Lord and Savior is the
and . Minister Deariie Victor; real reason fgr the Christmas
Apostles Sheila Griffin and Brenda Season, to provide a Health and

Wellness presentation and to reach
out to those in need of food,
clothing toys and prayer.
The registrars, hbsts and hostesses
were Minister Lolita Rackett.
Marva Florence, Robin Simmons,
Ishonda Green, Celissia Watkins,
Frances Parham, Sharon Green,
Masie Rivers, Joe Bellamy, Avis

Lemon, Cassandra Watkins, Willie
and Coletta Burroughs, Minister
Jeanya McCoy and Robert Owens;
Ministers Richard and Gloria
Larson were the Sound Technicians.
Everyone left the conference
richly blessed and ready, to have a
Merry Christmas.

A..................
...
Apostle Brenda Catean

Apostle Sheila T. Griffin

lMSflMMSWM IMDfM Kllft?
Greater Gt. Paul Missionary
Baptist Qhurch
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

95520th Street South
Sunday School

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

................. .......................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org

11:00 a.rh.

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Saipt John Priipitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email:-sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

General Bible Study

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Thursday Night Prayer Meeting

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

& Teachers Meeting

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth) .

Pastoi*’touis M,
Murpny, Sr.

Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

Victory Christian Center Church

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church
912

Looking for
Well, Come to the House of God.

The House of God

Schedule of Services

a/ifirst-time visitors will receive, a complimentary
©V© of our vteeiiy sa66atk service.

Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.

Visit our website: www.houseofgotitamya.coim

BISHOP JOHNNY WILLIAMS and
wife, LADY CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Mondays -7:30 p.m.

Church: 813-248-1907
3403 N. 34th Street
Tampa, FL 33605

<727) 822-2089

Bethel1894@knol6gy.net

www.victorychristiancenterchurcli.org

Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

Praise & Worship Jay Night
Sabbath School
Praise & Worship Service

3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911

a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.

Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.
Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.
Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.
Sunday Available for Service
Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

7:00 pm

(Acts’i :4-8)~

Are you a

Sabbath Observer?

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Early Morning 8:00 am
Church School 9:45 am
Mid-Morning
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Breakfast Ministry. .............. ..Sunday 8:00AM
Church School ...............................9:00 AM
Morning Worship............. ...............10:30AM
Bible Study................... ........Tuesday 7:00PM
Youth Church........
Mon & Wed 5:30PM

Victory Christian Center is a W6rd of Faith Church. For more
information about the other services and ministries at Victory

Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

‘There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

*Nursery and Youth Services Available '

PrayTR Tvwcr Cikirch or Lion in Christ

First Baptist Institutional Church

• Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518
REV.

Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Services
Sunday

Sunday School -9:30 a.m.

Sunday School -10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service -11:30 a jn.

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.

HQ. Olive 'Primitive 'Baptist Church
■ tElder (foaepfi &.
Pastor •
Peculiar People Persuaded'to Perform "ffiie PttrpeBe”

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

3001 18th Avenne South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Photte: (727) 327-9904 • Fax; (727) 322-0409

PAL Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pjn.
Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Thesday
Wednesday
Thursday,

Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.
Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pjn.

Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship -11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

WALK'INS IN Twe PROHISStl VISION

Life Changing Ministries
of the World

3200 Fifth Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Abundant Harvest
Worship Center ;

i

900 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, EL 33701-4705
727-278-6868 • lcn)ow04@yahoo.com

4682 40th Avenue*(North
St. Petersburg, FL

Worship C e ft ter

wwW.abundant-harvest.org

(727)327-1373
Apostle/Prophet:

jj

Michael D. Long

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School

33714

(727) 374-1864

.... .7:30 a.m.

.................................9:30 ajn.

Prophetess:
Evelyn R. Long

Morning Worship .......... .11:00 a.m.

Sunday
Morning Worship
Feed The Homeless

10:45 A.M.
2:00 P.M.

Wednesday
Bible Study

7:00 P.M.

Schedule of Services

Wednesday Bible Study
& Prayer Meeting
Rev. Norris L. Martin, Sr.
Pastor

Sunday

......... .7:00 p.m.

Friday Prayer Meeting

.. .a . .11:00 aan.

Christian Education................................................10:30 a.m.
Worship 'Service............ «'........................................ 11:30 a.m.
Young People’s Union ......................................... .6:00 p.m.
Evening Service ...........................■., ....................7:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to book your travel engagements)

Pastor Maceo and
Taraika McGriff

Bible Study ............. ./,...........................7:30 p.m.

‘Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church’

“Son of Man, I Make Thee a Watchman” Ezekiel 3:17

M/aCking Qn

CTKc

(Promised Vision”
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Missionary BaptistA

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzibname.org

3300 31st Street South

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)906-8300

www.bmmbc .org

r

i .

Dr. John A. Evans,

www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday Worship Services

8:00 a.m. • 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pan.

Bible Study

7:30 p.m.

Pastor

I

Sunday................7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School.................. ........... .......... 9:30 AM
Wednesday..............Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday..................... 7 PM Youth Enrichment

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Early Morning Worship .............. ........7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ....... . . ..............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...........:......: . .11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ..................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday’
Vintage Bible Study ....................... 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service ............ .................. ............ 6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service ...
.....................7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ......................6:30 p.m.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a .m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

‘God’s House Iti The City’

"Serving and Saving," “Helping and Healing," '
"Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727)898-9407
Sunday School.........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship___ ,...... ........ ......11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer.............. .......... 6:30 p.m.

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin . . . ........................................................Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry .......................... .. .................

Need a tape of a service or transportation )- Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

................. .. ......................... James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry........................................ ........................................Joyce Robinson

Wednesday Night Bible Study ..................... .7:30 p.m.

Bro. Robert Smith
Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

Clerk Ministry................. ..................................................................................... Wyvonnia McGee

Sunday Morning Bible Class......... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship..............10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...... .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ........... .. .5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ..... .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. .7:00 p.m.

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

Pentecostal Teipple Clfurcli of God iq Christ

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727)321-6631
www.stmarkch.org

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

Schedule of Services
Church School ...........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....
. .10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .... .5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ....... 1.9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL. 33712
(727) 896-5228

Sunday

9:00 a.m.

Sunday School

9:30 a.m.

Sunday Services:

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Church School.......... ..............9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service....... 10:30 ajn.

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

is practiced!

ST MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Morning Glory

The church where what God’s word teaches

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Wednesday Services:
Midweek P.U.S .H.

“Creating aQ-Caven oftfope, ‘fCefy, and‘HeaCing for Christ”

(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

“91 cfiurch working togetherfor the ujphuiCding ofCjof’s kingdom”

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Dqbinion Worship Ministries.'
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

‘One Body, One Spirit, One Hope’

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church
900

Come Worship with us...

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.

16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

Sunday Worship Services
8 a.m., io a.m., 5y.m.
9:10 a.m. - (Righteous Ray

800 49th STREET SOUtA
ST. PETERSBURG, EL
PHONE: (727) 642-9839

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

WORSHIP.SERVICES:

Monday
7:00 p.m. - Coryorate Rrayer

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

FRIDAY NIGHT® 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Monday, Wednesday. Saturday
6:00 a.m. - Coryorate Rrayer
Wednesday “Bih(e Study
12 noon, 73oy.:m.

IF MY PEOPLE, WHICH ARE CALLED BYMYNAME, SHALL HUMBLE
THEMSELVES, AND PRAY, AND SEEK MY FACE, AND TURN FROM
THEIR WICKED WAYS, THEN WILL I HEAR FROM HEAVEN, AND
WILL FORGIVE THEIR SIN, AND WILL HEAL THEIR LAND,

Ebenezer New Testament
Church of God

Church Of God In Christ

3931 Central Avenue

Church School: ........................... 9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion:......................................10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship:..................10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: ....................... .10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday: ..............................6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

St Petersburg Florida 33713
321-8989

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Ebenezerntcog@yahoo.com
JS?www.ebenezerntcog.org

(727) 896-4356

SENDAI S
Sunday School
Divinie Worship

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

10:00aan.
jlll:15a.m.

Youth Nite

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

,

Discover HOPE

5501 31st Street South
St. Petersburg
(727) 866-1184

7:00 p .m.

SATURDAY
Harvest Crusade

Pinellas

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:

Evening Service
6:00pjn.
W
WEDNESDAY ’
School of Leaders
- H7:00 pjn.
FRIDAY ®

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

at

Hope of Glory Church

7:00 pjn.

3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021

Pastors:
Bishop Ed Nelson &
Rev. Sharon Nelson

pr

Pinellas Community Church is a culturally

Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 aan. - 5:00 pan.

Pastor

Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone:

727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old Landmark Church Family*

diverse church working to build a community,
of real people making a difference.

Schedule of Services
Sunday School - 9:30 adn.

Service Times: Sunday 9:30 ajn. & 11:15 ajn.

PLACE
YOUR CHURCH

. Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m
Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

■ nursery & children’s ministries at all services
■ casual, contemporary, relevant
Sundays @ 10:30am

www.pinella5church.org

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Ghrist

“Where God’s Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!’’

David Allen Jr., Pastor

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples”

1732 9th Avenue South

Dominion Worship Ministries

Thursday
7:00y.m. -Music the “Arts

“JESUS IS THE BADDEST MAN IN TOWN”

Queen Street

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving

Worshipping at: 5995 ML, King, Jr. Street South
,

(On the campus of Lakewood United Methodist Church)

For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

an Extraordinary God!” '

AD TODAY!
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today ! to place your ad •(727) 896-2922
NO JOBS TOO SMALL

Midtown Medical Scrubs
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE
Canceled or
Non-Renewed ???

90116th Street South, Suite A St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 898-5850

(727)743-7463

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.
3651 42nd Ave. South, Suite C-104

TfardSvicfc

St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

General Repairs, Roofing, Drywall,
Carpentry, Soffit and gutters. Painting,
Pressure Cleaning. Plastering,

WE CAN HELP !!!

Hauling, installing Doors and Windows
I727J

Larry Eugene Walker

er <7»> 2S2-S178

Insurance
chAldes^
pUTENbERqg

727 393-4617
Great Automobile Rates

:;'X
154? S. BelthtR Rosd
GIeaiwaisr,FL$1764

Experience

727-558.9200

■j

Scrub sets start at $ 18.00 (reg. sizes)

t>P«=r J&meat

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE

7?/*867-$66O
■ Mnl

HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

l(ARI \ iollVSO%s,Vi iti/lrt.M I

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

29X0 54th Avenue South, St Petersburg, FL
7X7-867-4007

Need Some Extra Cash
for the Holidays?

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY

Sell Your Items
Here!

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARPS ACCEPTED

Would ORe to wish all “Happy Holidays!”
Extended Holiday Hours:

Mon-Saturdayt X0AM-9PM
Sundays Noon* 6PM

ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST
INSURANCE PLANS

CALL (727) 864-1882

*using
Rich
A
t Home
my money!

Children s, Men s, & Ladies Name Brand shoes Lave Lean
specially priced for tikis celebration^.

PICK OF THE
WEEK!

Air Force One son SALE™ $64.99

C P C C $9 95 ReP°rt‘ Slwws you how to make TH0USAND$ a
lace month, from your home... without you Investing a dime!

Jordan’s specially priced — $ 74.99

4EN-W0MEN... be your own boss! Leam how to get

Reebok Classics™ $2895~$3499

rich... using my money! Start immediately in a high-profit
home-business. 12years of experience guide you step|.Yousell nothing
by-step with simplel-2-3 Plan. Age, experience, location
not important. Operate off your kitchen table. No face|w:bse my money''.gjf to-face contact. You don’t have to invest any money.
There is HQ selling. There is NO risk to you!

Just arrived (S’* specially priced for tike Holidays:
Ladies designer skoes: J. Renee’, Stacy Adams lor ker, Luickinq, fir
more in sizes 7 to 13 priced_$29.93-$ 69.95!

back a dime“;

Amazing

Men s lull line ol Stacg Adams lor all occasions^ $5995-$6995
Now offering Kenneth. Cole children’s skoes starting at $14.95!

J

^uTteverinvest-a penny

unrio

CA$H 3
249

GET PAID to shop...
with my money

381

762

587 104

230

all the exciting details now id a $9,96!
money-making Report. It reveals everything. It’s
yours FREE if you respond within the next 7 days. No
obligation. No one will call you. Hurryl Limited supply

rraT Rush me FREE $9 95 Report that shows how to make THOUSANDS a month ...without me

USTMAS TO AU4

02-08-11
19-23-37

E L^O-B L.CLA

>T.RON ZAKEN, Suite 52349 , THE ZAKEN CORP.
20700 Plummer SE, Chatsworth, CA 91311
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fSil
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We at Hoops wish to Thank all of those In
supporting our efforts.

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

Cell 727-278'68?O

KtRr\ S. JoIinson
RwIior*

tffO

.

Over 20 years of

V

investing a dime! I understand there’s no obligation to associate myself with you, even though

you promise to let me use your money to get rich without ever having to pay you back.

Name______ ’_________________________________________________
Address.
|c«y____

State

.Zip.

Employment Opportunities
HOT JOBSI

Short Order Cook
FL2861118

xHAPPY

Qualifications: Fundamental skills in reading and

CHILDREN’S CENTER

WorkNet Pinellas Career Center

writing of the English language required. One year culinary

6241ST Avenue South, St. Pete FL 33701

skills preferred. Must complete various training programs

APPLY IN PERSON • BRING RESUME

as assigned. Interpersonal and communication skills

Call Judy for info at: (727) 329-1490 ext. 123

necessary. May be required to work flexible days and

Hiring Teachers!
We seek energetic individuals who love children and are
interested in working with young children in a positive, academic
,

environment

hours; Company will perform a criminal background check,
pre-employment drug test.

■ Must be certified in the state of FL and have a current CPR card.

Description: Prepares hot and cold menu items
satisfactorily for grill area. Completes work duties according

• Full benefits package including medical, life insurance

* High school or GED required for, most positions.
• Various shifts available. Pay rate starts from $7.50 per hr to $14.00 per hour.
* Background check and drug screen required.

Pay: $7.85 per hr.

Patient Care Assistants III and III— St Petersburg, FL
WorkNet Pinellas Career Center
624 1st Ave. S., St. Pete, FL 33701
Call Nataiija for info at: (727) 329-1490 ext. 114

Reference# FL2836677
Prefer someone with a medical background or currently pursuing health care career. Effective
interpersonal relationship and communication skills required in dealing effectively with patients,
parents, physicians and other ancillary and support staff.

• Tuition Reimbursement, flexible schedule

Firefighter/Paramedic
$38365-$593>84
CLOSE: NO CLOSING DATE

• Fun, friendly, supportive work environment...weekends off!
• Free meals

Nursing Unit Secretarv-St, Petersburg, FL
Reference#: FL2547443
Unit clerk experience preferred or equivalent formal training. Basic knowledge of medical terminology.

• Other Compensation and Benefits!
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED

If interested, please contact Dr. Virginia Irving at (727) 894-5337.

Safeguards patient medical, financial and personal information.

environment. Complies with Health Department, HACCP,

FT/PT, Full Benefits, EOE
• Competitive pay

• Maintains compliance in promoting patient privacy, HIPPA regulations and confidentiality in the delivery of care.

to PCD while maintaining a safe, clean and sanitary work
OSHA and JCAHO standards while performing job duties.

Now Hiring Preschool Teachers CDA Preferred,

CNAs/HHA, Dietary Aides, Cooks, LPNs, Housekeepers

certificate and must meet all criteria of the City’s

Effective interpersonal communication skills. Ability to prioritize and perform multiple tasks
concurrently in a fast-paced environment.

current “Selection Standards for Firefighter Positions”.
Candidates must also possess and maintain
Firefighter and Paramedic Certificates as issued
by the State of Florida. Must also be in possession
of a valid State of Florida Class “E” driver’s

Seeking Sales Representatives
The Weekly Challenger Newspaper is seeking experienced

license. Must be a non user of tobacco products.

NEED EXTRA HELP
FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

sales representatives to sell classified and display advertising
For additional selection standards, benefit and
salary information, please refer to our website:
HTTP://www.stpete.org/firepay.htm
The

List your job opening here!

Employment

Office

is

located

at:

Employment Div. 1 4th St. No 4th Floor, St. Pete,

space for the newspaper. This freelance agent prepares list
of prospects, visits advertisers to point out advantages of
advertising in the publication.

FL Office hours: Mon, Wed & Fri between 8 a.m-

For interview, empil resume to wcads@tampabay.rr.com

4:00 p.m.
EEO/DFWP

or call (727) 896-2922.
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LOCAL SPORTS
BOXING
continued from front page

the constant work and power shots that had finally found
their mark, Quartey won, perhaps, his first round of the
fight.
In the final two rounds, Quartey continued to press
the action and land power shots through Wright’s
defense, though never hurting him, and in the end, it was
too little, too late, as the final scorecards were read. The
three judges saw the fight 117-110 twice, and the other
117-109. RSR scored the fight 117-109, electing to score
the knockdown in the seventh round as the referee had
scored it.
In the co-main event of this evening, back in action
for the first time since his one sided loss to Joe Calzaghe
in England back in March of this year, former IBF/WBO
Super Middleweight Champion, Leff “Left Hook” Lacy,
pulled out a majority decision victory over a very tough,
Vitali Tsypko, 17-2,10 KO’s, from the Ukraine.
Tsypko was stepping into the ring against Lacy for
the second time in his career. Their first match ended in
a no-contest as a result of an accidental head butt in
Joplin, Missouri, back in June, 2004.
Although there were no knockdowns scored in this
fight, both fighters had their moments and rocked the
other, winning their share of rounds.
Lacy won the opening rounds by being the aggressor
and landing big right hands off good left jabs, but by
round three Tsypko was beginning to neutralize the big
right from Lacy by being first with a right jab of his
own. Tsypko and Lacy would have their heads come
together in this round that would result in Tsypko
bleeding just inside the lid of left eye.
Tsypko’s comer did a good job of keeping the blood
under control, as the fight continued. Lacy would stop
throwing his signature left hook from this point on as a
result of being hurt in the third, but Lacy would more
than make up for the lack of left by throwing his big
right hand from this point too.
Lacy would be cut inside in the sixth off the stiff
jabbing from Tsypko. Tsypko had the better of the two in
the final three rounds of the match, fighting a onehanded Lacy and landing right hands off his jabbing.
In the eighth round, Tsypko, off a right handed jab,
caught Lacy on the right ear with a hook that would rock
him in the final seconds. Lacy bounced back to close'this
round strong, but Tsypko would get this round for
effectiveness and better work.
When this fight went to the scorecards, Judge
Michael Pemick saw the fight even at 95-95, and the two
remaining judges, (Paul Herman and Mark Streisand)
saw the fight 96-94 for the former champion fighting in
front of the hometown. RSR saw the fight 96-94 as well,
but easily saw how judge Pemick could have seen the
fight as a draw, as both combatants gave their all and
gave as much as they got throughout the fight.
Super middleweight, Darrell Woods, 25-10, 18
KO’s, from St. Petersburg, Florida, fighting in front of
his hometown fans, scored a second round TKO victory
over Levan Easley, 17-14-2, 8 KO’s, from Queens, New
York, www.ringside.com.

Youth Football Conference: Suncoast Youth Football Vs. Pinellas Youth Football

Photos bv Tamika T.

Photo of Rattlers offense and Lakewood defense with Assistant Coach Rodney McKinnon
in the foreground

By: TAMIKA L. MORRIS
I woke up the next morning in a state of
disbelief. I knew the game would be BIG,
but it was larger than I would’ve even
imagined. If you don’t know what game
I’m referring to...if you didn’t get in your
car and make your way down to the 31st St
Sports Complex in South St. Pete on the
night of December 1...if you missed the
biggest event of the 2006 youth football
season.. .then I just don’t know what else to
tell you other than that game was BIG!
It was SYFC (Suncoast Youth Football

'

Conference) vs. PYFG (Pinellas Youth
Football Conference). It was a battle
between two undefeated south county
'Midget teams to see who would win the
title of Pinellas County Champion. “Mario
y mano,” as some would say, it was a tough
fight between two very worthy opponents
who had never played each other; but it was
the Lakewood Jr. Spartans who went home
with the victory over the Child’s Park
Rattlers 14-7.
Thousands of fans from both communities
were in attendance. It seemed as if the small
sports complex needed to be a giant

stadium to hold the crowd. There was lots
of excitement in the air. Twenty minutes
before the game even started there were so
many people that the line to get into the
game actually extended out the gate, into
the parking lot, curved around and snaked
its way down toward the lake. Many knew
whom they were to support. When asked,
many already had an answer ready and
waiting.
One fan, Italy, stood in line with her
girlfriends to represent Lakewood.
Another fan, a Rattler and Spartan fan,
Tasha Neal said, “It’s going to be so hard
cheering for both teams, but I have to root
for both.”
Coach Antoine Benjamjn, an organizer
of the bowl game, said, “This is bigger than
any high school game we’ve had in the bay
area probably in the last 7 or 8 years.
Lakewood is looking, to get probably 2,000
‘people out here... It’s going to be a
tremendous neighborhood game.”
Up close interviews with football
players before the game, prompted more
responses. One Child’s Park Player, Dwight
Tisdale Jr., said, “It’s one of the biggest
games I’ve ever had to play, and it’s my last
little league game. I just want to make it the
best.”
It was nearly impossible to get an
interview with the two head coaches, James
Morris from Lakewood and Freddie Jones
from Child’s Park. You could see how big
this game was, just from the way they were
prepping their teams for the game, as if they

were playing varsity high school football
that night under the “Friday night lights” i
The game turned out to be as big as a high
school game. Some would say even bigger.
It went down to the wire, a very
defensive game that had key turnovers from
both teams which helped to create scoring
opportunities for offenses that were
stymied by those hard nosed defenses. The
first touchdown of the game didn’t come
until about three minutes left in the 3rd
quarter, when Jarvis West of Child’s Park,
caught a hitch pass, eluded several Spartan
defenders and scampered down the sideline
to score for the Rattlers. With the extra
point, the Rattlers took a 7 - 0 lead over the
Spartans.
Midway through the 4th quarter,
Lakewood had a long drive keyed by
several tough inside runs, by running back
Darius Johnson which led f to a 2 yard
touchdown by Steve Calloway, But the
extra point attempt was foiled so at 7 - 6,
Childs Park still had the lead.
With less than two minutes left in the
4th it looked as if Childs Park would hold
on to win the game. But the Rattlers had
two plays where they lost,ten yards, and on
the 3rd play there was a big hit on the
Rattler running back by middle line backer
Brejone Baker, of the Spartans that caused
a fumble. Lakewood recovered with 39
seconds on the clock. Lakewood
quarterback, Joshua Rembert hit his “big
play” receiver, Ramsey Dent in the end
zone to seal the victory for the Spartans

along with an extra point kicked by
Martavius Sandy that brought the score to
14- 7.
Both teams had speed, power, and
heart. It was a battle that fans, players and
coaches will never forget. And with this
season possibly being the last for all SYFC
Midget squads, the game will be a memory
etched in the minds of thousands in
attendance for a long time to come. It was
history in the making. That game was BIG.

Lakewood running back Steve Calloway with
the “Champions” trophy after the game
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Warrick Dunn Teams Up With Local NeighborWorks®
Organizations To Provide Homes

Photos courtesy of Warrick Dunn Foundation

After earning two college degrees, she
wanted to become a homeowner. She
enrolled in homebuyer training courses
at St. Petersburg NHS, participated in
their one-on-one counseling program,
and has developed an individual plan
for achieving and maintaining her
homeownership goals.
“Roslynn told us how important it is
for her family to have a home to call
their own and the safety and security it
would bring to them, as well as
becoming free and independent of
any government assistance,” said Askia
Muhammad Aquil, executive director of
St. Petersburg NHS. “Her family is the
first to own an ISBU home in historic
Bartlett Park.”
About the
Clearwater: ‘

NeighborWorks® America. “We share
the same goal of getting families into
homes and giving them the tools they
need to remain lifelong homeowners.”
Clearwater NHS and St.
Petersburg NHS are NeighborWorks
Homeownership Centers, and members of
the national NeighborWorks® network,
an affiliation of more than 240 nonprofit
organizations dedicated to increasing
homeownership,
producing
affordable housing, and revitalizing
neighborhoods in more than 4,414
communities across the nation.
About the Kearney Family - St.
Petersburg:

Former teen mother, Roslynn
Kearney is now the proud owner of an
eco-friendly, storm resistant home built
from shipping crates. Through her hard
work, she no longer earns minimum
wage or needs Section 8 assistance.
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Boneless Skinless Chicken Breast
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l-r: Terry Davis, Jr., 15, Stephanie Battle, Craesha Gordon,
9, and Warrick Dunn seated on the couch of the Battle
family’s new home in Greenwood Park. NeighborWorks®
provided seed money to purchase the land for the
subdivision, which is being developed by Clearwater NHS

-

Stephanie Battle came to Clearwater
NHS for help with moving her family
out of their cramped Clearwater
apartment. The cancer survivor and
mother of two was looking for a fresh
start as a homeowner after losing family
members to the deadly disease.
Clearwater NHS put her on the path
to homeownership, enrolling Stephanie
in their NeighborWorks® homebuyer
education courses. The organization’s
leader, Isay Gulley, soon realized that
the family needed more help to get a
new home built in the Greenwood Park
subdivision.
“I nominated the Battles to the
Warrick Dunn Foundation because I
knew that this family deserved a break,”
said Gulley, president and CEO of
Clearwater NHS.
“Stephanie Battle
and her children have been through so
much, and she has faced her challenges
with grace and dignity. She would never
ask for a hand out, but we were happy to
give her a hand up.”

Ibryanna Kearney beams as Warrick Dunn shows her the new pink bedroom he furnished
for her as part of the Prudential Tropical Realty Homes for the Holidays program

ST PETERSBURG - Christmas
came early today for two Bay Area
families when Atlanta Falcons running,
back, Warrick Dunn surprised them
with the keys to new homes through his
foundation.
The single mothers, Stephanie
Battle and Rosalynn Kearney, are recent
graduates of homebuyer training
programs at Clearwater Neighborhood
Housing Services (NHS) and St.
Petersburg Housing Services (NHS).
Prudential Tropical Realty Homes for
the Holidays provided down-payment
assistance and furnishings with sponsor,
Aaron’s Sales & Lease Ownership.
“We are delighted that the Warrick
Dunn Foundation has chosen two
NeighborWorks®
Homeo wnership
Centers as partners for the Prudential
Tropical Realty Home for the
Holidays,” said Ken Wade, CEO of

Battle

Stephanie Battle gets a hug from
Clearwater resident Bertha Kelly of Bayline
Realty. Battle was nominated for the
Prudential Tropical Realty Homes for the
Holidays program by isay Gulley, executive
director of Clearwater NHS (r)

R T

L-R: Ray Price, SPNHS Interim Housing
Director; Buba Barrow, civil engineer and
ISBU general contractor; Warrick Dunn,
and Askia Muhammad Aquil SPNHS
Executive Director.

Kearney’s home is one of two
Intermodal Steel Building Unit (ISBU)
homes built by St. Petersburg NHS,
NeighborWorks® America, the Home
Depot Foundation, Tampa Armature
Works (TAW), and the Federal Alliance
for Safe Homes (FLASH). These
organizations work together to create
affordable, energy-efficient, storm-ready
homes from recycled steel shipping
containers for Florida’s hurricane
ravaged
gulf
region.
Home
improvement guru Bob Vila has been in
St. Petersburg documenting the project
for his show.
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Warrick Dunn surprises Roslynn Kearney and her
children, Ibryanna Small, 9, Jennetta Monroe, 13, and
Carlton Green, 14, with the down payment and
furnishings for their new home.
Kearney recently
graduated from NeighborWorks Homeownership Center
training at SPNHS

Make this a Season to Remember
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* OWN A NEW HOME!
/PAY NO CLOSING COSTS!
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* GET CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
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Call Now
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727.121.1B41
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Publix Premium^/MI-Natural, 97% Fat-Free, Grade A, Any Size Package

SAVfiJl TO 2.00 L

Red Seedless
Grapes
The Natural Snack

SAVE UP TO 1.50 LB

ottnktiilwct 195?

Danish
Pecan Ring ...
Tender Danish Dough With Moist Pecan Filling,
Topped With Lots of Pecans, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz size

SAVE UP TO .60

V

Publix Small
Combination Platter....32.00

Tilapia
Fillet..

Serves 8 to 12, Thinly Sliced Roast Beef,

Fresh, Farm-Raised (Island Market

Ham, Genoa Salami and Cubes of Cheese,

Pecan Bronzing Butter, Simplify

Available in Larger Sizes and With

Seafood With Our Gourmet

Boar's Head* Meats and Cheeses

Butters, 8-oz pkg.... 3.99)

SAVI UP TO

SAVI UP TO .60 LB
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5.39,

12-Pack
Selected
aA
Pepsi Products...........3? I l.UU
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Potato Chips...........GET ONEI
Assorted Varieties, Made With 100% Pure
Sunflower Oil, 11 to 13.75-oz bag (Excluding

12-oz can
(Excluding Vernor's Ginger Ale.)

Natural, Baked!, and Light Items.) (Limit two

SAVS UP TO ,37 ON 3

deals on selected advertised varieties.)

SAVE UP TO 3.49

Prices effective Thursday, December 7 through Wednesday, December 13, 2006.
Only in the Following Counties; Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Sumter,
Polk, Highlands and Osceola. Pries not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity rights reserved.

www.publix.com/ads
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